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ur report
United Women’s Convention

What happens after a mastectomy
Does the Report of the Select Committee on
Women’s Rights deserve to be called a
cowardly document

Our invisible sisters- female offenders

FRONTING UP
the workers’ report (annual variety)
to the readers
Well yes we are all feeling rather better after our break
for a month. Of course a fair amount of that time was
spent in planning for the future, both in terms of con
tents and policies. We had several meetings to talk about
policies for Broadsheet and one of the things we decided
was that we could not carry on in this present crazy way
with all of us working outside our other jobs. We agreed
that we must aim to pay at least two people and have
them work full time on Broadsheet. This would have the
result of not only easing the burden on all of us but also
making more time available for us to assist women who
want to come and work for Broadsheet. At present we
are so bogged down with actually getting it out that we
are caught in a predicament of not having enough time to
introduce new women to the work and into the group in
a satisfactory way. As a result many of the enthusiastic
women who have offered to help have felt in some way
rebuffed by the lack of attention they received and as a
result they stopped working for Broadsheet. It has taken
us a while to realise that once there is an established
group working any newcomers do not automatically feel
anything like the same commitment and that special eff
orts must be made to integrate them into the group. This
of course takes a lot of time which we often simply don’t
have.
We are well aware that by having some members of the
collective working full time and being paid for it will
create other problems, but we feel it is preferable to
find ways of dealing with those problems rather than to
have any of us crack up.
However in order to do all this of course we are going to
need money and a lot more of it than we have had up
until now. We have prepared an account of our finances
for the year ended 30 June 1975 and have all been dismay
ed with the result. To put it in a nutshell over that year we
lost $553. The money was made up from the amount we
started with when we separated our finances from Auck
land Women’s Liberation. It was funds that had been
accumulated over the previous two years. Now we have
used up all of that and have no reserves. The reasons why
we lost so much are obvious to us-during the first issues
in the new format we were finding our feet. We had some
issues on topics that were not interesting (Ageing and
Religion in particular) and these simply did not sell. Then
our costs began to increase. Typesetting doubled as volun
teers were not able to put in the hours they had before.
We had to find premises for layout so began paying rent.
We used more photos and had to pay the photographers
albeit a minimal amount. As the costs rose sales did not
rise and we were not printing enough to cover the costs.
The problem is that we have to supply Broadsheet to
Gordon & Gotch at 24c while it is costing us 27c to
produce it. Bookshops get it at 27c so we just are break
ing even on them The ones we sell at the full price and
through subscriptions have to subsidise the ones which go
to Gordon & Gotch. Also we only sell about half of the
ones which go to Gordon & Gotch so there is a loss involv
ed there although we are now getting some of the unsold

ones back to be resold as back copies. We look upon the
G & G ones as a way of reaching out to more women rather
than as money making. So in order to cover the costs of
the ones on which we made a loss we have to sell a lot at
the full price. But for three issues we simply did not do
this. We did not print enough to have enough to sell and
we could not have sold them even if we had had them
printed. But at the time it was hard to tell that all this
was happening because the subscriptions were coming in
at an increasing rate and when the bank balance is increas
ing it is hard to understand that we could be making a loss.
The thing which is hard to remember is that we have to
look at subscriptions as being money given to us in ad
vance for a future Broadsheet - thus the amount represent
ing future money is in fact a debt of ours to you the sub
scriber. So at the end of the year we did a check and
count of how many subscribers had how many months
left to go. This was quite a business and as a result is
only done infrequently. We will be doing it more often
in the future though. The result of this count up and
allocation of funds into advance subscriptions was that
we had practically no money left at all and showed us
that we had in fact made a loss over the year even though
we had a fair amount of money in the bank. That money
is in trust for future issues. So with that explanation here
are the actual figures for our accounts. We are printing
them as we feel it is vitally important for our readers to
know exactly what we are doing, why and how it affects
them.
Statement of Income and Expenditure for the year ended
30th June, 1975.
INCOME
Donations
386.45
Advertising
188.60
Sales
2159.00
Subscriptions
Total
3624.96
Less prepaid
1640.40
1984.56
Interest
Sundry

12.79
6.66
$4738.06

EXPENDITURE
Printing
Postage
Stationery and Materials
Rent
Sundry
Total
97.51
Less equipment
10.00

4476.36
278.46
257.41
195.00
87.51
$5294.74

Excess of expenditure over income
Continued on Page 1 3

$556.68

letters
/
Dear Sisters,
Julie Thompson’s editorial in the June issue high
lights for me the dilemma for many feminists who wish
to involve many women from different backgrounds in
the ideas of feminism. All of us who opt to become invol
ved, find it a heartbreaking struggle. Always, it seems,
going back over the same ground, always explaining one’s
position over and over again. Most of us do return thank
fully to our sisters for support and sustinance. To me, it is
not surprising that many feminists retreat from such copouts as IWY, finding it an impossible mission : this chang
ing of the consciousness of women.
When we began the IWY committee here in Hamil
ton there were women on the committee who really did
not think that women were discriminated against in our
society. I don’t think any of them think that way now, in
fact they are now talking of printing stickers saying
“This is a Chauvinistic Establishment” to put on the win
dows of those businesses who have failed to support our
cause. They are now equally happy to have women they
see as very radical feminists, a group they once tried to
exclude from the committee, in positions of real influ
ence and importance. Some of our sub-committees are
examples of the concepts of sisterhood at work where
authority, power and decision-making are a collective act,
where each woman is in turn chairwoman/secretary.

those of us who feel it is important to reach out to other
women. We need your support, your caring, to sustain us.
Surely the feminist movement can support diverse views
and ways of living, surely we are here to open the choices
and alternatives for women, not to close them.
Yours in Sisterhood,
Sarah Calvert
Dear Broadsheet,
I wish to express publicly my distress at the manner in
which the first workshop on Women and the Media was
organized and conducted at the United Women’s Conven
tion. (I did not attend the second one, but would imagine
that there were similarities.)
The format was designed, it seemed, to prevent true comm
unication. A large table separated the panel of eight plus
convenor and the audience - Them and Us, the Media
Moguls and the Privileged Public. Several members of the
panel were smug and condescending men, one of whom
is known for his penchant for “sexy birds”. When it be
came obvious that communication would be inhibited
further by external noise, no attempt was made to change
the format.
The issues upon which the panel were invited to comment
were superficial - should news be divided into “news for
men” and “ news for women” ? Should there be “pro rata”
representation (i.e., by the column inch) of news for men
and news for women ? What nonsense ; again, the object
appeared to be to prevent true communication of the
vital issues - the bad press given to radical feminists and
lesbians, the stereotypes of bra-burners, comfy-moms and
glamour-girls promoted in the media, the female as sex
object in advertising, the responsibilities of the media as
educators, the deep prejudices which form many of the
basic attitudes perpetrated in and unquestioned by the
media.

The change to a feminist consciousness may be slow,
unbearably slow, and there is compromise at every corner.
Sometimes sisterhood seems a myth once heard but now
forgotten in the practical needs (?) and any real change
in the world just doesn’t seem possible. But to me it
seems that we, or at least some of us, must be involved
in this type of activity. To do otherwise is to condemn
feminism forever to the ranks of a few middle class, intell
ectual women who derive sustinance from one another
but who fail to radically change the (male-dominated)
world.
This is not to say that I feel for a moment that all of
my sisters should be involved in such things as IWY. The
whole situation in Auckland seems to me for instance to
be irredeemable and I doubt that I would be prepared to
put my energies into changing the attitudes of those wo
men. When one compares the proposed programme for
Auckland in June with the programme proposed in the
much smaller Hamilton or in the much much smaller Tau
ranga one is very aware of the poverty (in feminist terms)
in some areas and to suggest that a small group of femin
ists, however dedicated, could in any way alter the con
sciousness of those women is probably a pipe dream.

It became clear that the audience was not interested in
discussing the chosen topics, and the workshop became a
question and answer shouting match, lurching uncontroll
ed through such issues as female news readers, weather“boys” , coverage of women’s sports, particular sexist
items in newspapers, and the inability, for various reasons,
of women to achieve positions of power in the media. In
my opinion, only three members of the panel were really
sympathetic to the problems, and only two of these were
women. The remainder, I regret to say, were often arro
gant and/or ignorant, concerned only with defending and
maintaining the status quo with only token changes.

However, I do oppose the antagonism expressed by
some of my sisters to those of us who felt that efforts
can be made that do yield results that are tangible and
worthwhile. For me such condescention is very reminiscent
of the attitude shown by men to many of my actions in
other areas. I would hope that feminists who are not
interested in IWY, sisters who want to devote all their
women energy to women, would support and care for

Finally, I do not feel that the report given to the plenary
session accurately reflected the spirit of the workshop,
and again I can only refer to the first one. Yes, “ tradition
al” women’s pages should be abolished, BUT they must be
replaced by responsible and increased coverage of news by,
for and about women. Yes, sexism in advertising is deplor
able, BUT the general feeling was that not only should
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Dear Broadsheet,
Our Tauranga International Women’s Year Committee
is particularly concerned about the way the N.Z. Herald
continues to give poor coverage to news of special
interest to women. We intend to gather as much infor
mation as possible about the N.Z. Herald’s lack of inter
est in women’s rights and activities, and then to visit in
person either the Editor or the Wilson and Horton
directors, or both, one day in August or September.
We are interested in hearing from any of your readers
who would be willing to gather information, collect
press cuttings, note prominence of news compared with
other papers, and then to join us in a delegation of
protest. Who will join us?
Perhaps to set your readers thinking we could quote the
following:-

individuals protest, but that it is also the duty of the media
to object, either through vigorous editorial campaign or by
refusing to accept certain kinds of ads. (It seems very
strange that this item was NOT on the agenda; it was intro
duced from the floor.) And yes, there should be more wo
men working throughout the media, BUT the workshop
clearly indicated that flexible working hours and child
care facilities should be introduced !
Fortunately, other workshops made strong recommenda
tions concerning the media. It was made clear, over and
over again, that women were aware of and responsive to
the awful power of the media, its dangers, weaknesses,
responsibilities and potential. What a terrible pity that
the workshop on Women and the Media was inconclusive,
ineffective and irresponsible.
Yours faithfully,
Marian Fraser ____________________ t

1. On Friday June 13th the Herald reported the findings
of the Select Committee of Women’s Rights on page 5,
whereas the Christchurch Press, and the Wellington Dom
inion gave it broad front page prominence. Considering
the Select Committee heard a record number of sub
missions and had sat for a year, the news deserved more
attention from the Herald than that.
2. In June the Herald has published five articles by a
Dr Coop on the back page concerning the White Paper
on Health, and three by the Mayor on the Rapid Trans
it scheme. For International Women’s Year they could
give at least equal opportunity to articulate feminist
writers to air their views on women’s rights.
3. Marcia Russell was a very popular editor of Thursday
magazine. Wilson and Horton by controlling her till she
resigned and then replacing her with a man has done the
women of N.Z. a disservice.

Dear Broadsheet,
After having attended, amongst other gatherings, 2
general meetings (attendance approx. 12) a feminist
theory discussion (approx. 6) and a social (approx. 20)
at the Women’s Centre, we’d like to know where the
women have gone ? Men at the Women’s Centre ? Why
not ? At least they’d fill the spaces.
A centre is defined as being a pivot, to or from which
things are moved or drawn. Without meaningful contact
between all the various groups committed to feminist
causes and involved in projects such as Rape Crisis, Half
way House, Broadsheet, Roster, WONAAC et all, the
Centre is just becoming nothing more than a glorified
drop-in coffee stop for a few. There must be more co
operation and personal communication between femin
ists who have been in the movement for years and those
would-be’s who last week had to look up the meaning of
the word in a dictionary. The pivot is in danger of
disintegrating.
What happened to all the enthusiasm that was display
ed when the centre was opened. It’s all very well to say
that everyone is too busy, with no energy left for mixing
with others, but one gets the impression of knocking on
a door and the people leaning out the window to say,
“ It’s not that we aren’t in, but we’re simply too busy to
open the door.”
Feminists are very wary of people being leaders, but
an embryo outfit needs more than one person to shoulder
the responsibilities for the vast amount of organization
and liaison work involved. For obvious reasons newcom
ers to the centre are diffident about putting their names
on the organisation chart on the wall. They don’t know
what the jobs are.
Sending out impersonal newsletters every so often
does not make people feel welcome. Most names in the
address book have phone numbers, so why don’t the ros
ter people ring around now and then and let people know
what’s going on. The last social was not well attended be
cause so few women go to the Centre that no-one knew
it was taking place.
The Half-way House dance was given hardly any
support by activists in the movement, WONAAC is pract
ically a closed shop and the Broadsheet collective a sec
ret society.
The Western Leader of Tuesday 1st July reported
four women, returning from the convention in Wellington
as saying “ Feminist organisations as such no longer exist”.
That is how exclusive the groups have become.

4. The N.Z. Herald appears to be in complete ignotance
of the existence of Broadsheet. It does not ask Broad
sheet editors for comment on matters relating to women
and does not summarise any newsworthy articles. An
example of this was the fact that Phillida Bunkle’s
article on women in the teaching profession first appeared
in Broadsheet. But when it appeared in the P.P.T.A.
journal a month later, its findings were given front page
prominence. Why then, did Broadsheet not get the credit?
5. The N.Z. Herald has a policy of calling a chairwoman
a chairman and using initials only. The Tauranga reporters
tell us that the Herald does not recognise the word chair
person.
6. News is selected and placed in order of importance
by men or according to men’s values. We want more
prominence and better coverage. The Herald is improving,
but far too slowly. Margaret Mead’s visit and her itiner
ary were not covered adequately or given sufficient prom
inence.
We consider that the owners, directors and editors of
major newspapers to have a great responsibility to give
women’s opinions and activities a place in their papers.
Through the newspaper the public is educated. Perhaps,
as Dr Bassett has said, we could bring the Wilson &
Horton directors and the Herald editor “squealing and*
kicking out of the stone age”. Join us in this fight by
writing to: Deidre Kent (President of the Tauranga
Branch of The Federation of University Women),
11 Beach Road, Tauranga, or Dell Gifford (Publicity
Officer, Tauranga International Women’s Year Comm
ittee), Springs Road, Katikati.
V. M. King
Assistant Secretary
Tauranga IWY Committee

Sue Wood
Sandy Berry
Maureen Spencer
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QUESTION NAIRE
Broadsheet would like to know just who our readers are,
where they come from, what women’s groups they
belong to and what they like or don’t like about the
magazine. We are asking you to fill in this questionnaire
and return it as soon as possible to:
P.O. Box 47261,
Auckland.
We ask that women only complete this questionnaire.
1.

How old are you ?

2.

Where do you live ?

3.

What is your occupation ?

4.

What is your personal annual income ?

5.

What is your household income ?

17.

Any reasons ?

18.

What topics should we have more of ?

19.

What topics should we cover less of ?

Advertising.
Should we include advertising at all. Yes / No

7.

formal education ?
Higher School Cert/Schol/Bursary
Some university
Degree
Teacher/R.N.
Other
What was your occupation prior to marriage ?

8.

How many children do you have ?

Should we include advertising if not
offensive.
Yes / No

6.
What is your level of
2-3 years secondary school
School Certificate
6th Form Certificate
U.E.

Do you agree with paying the workers
on Broadsheet.
Yes / No
«1
If no, why not ?

23.

How old are they ?
9.

Should we include any advertising we
can get.
Yes / No

Would you still buy Broadsheet if the price was
increased - by 20c
Yes / No

What women’s groups do you belong to ?
by 40c

Yes / No

24. What do you see as the main goals of the Feminist
Movement ?
10.

How long have you been reading Broadsheet ?
Where did you find your first copy of Broadsheet?

12.

Do you have a favourite section ?

13.

Do you have any suggestions to improve the look
of Broadsheet ?

14.

What 3 articles in the last year have you enjoyed
most ?

15.

Any reasons ?
v

16.

•

Which 3 articles have you disliked most ?
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25.

If you had to choose one feminist issue to work
on, which would it be ?

26.

Any further comments about anything else.

JUNE 16
•
Dr. Brian Edwards told a general practitioners seminar
that most doctors are arrogant, frequently ignorant, and
insensitive to patients, especially women.
Dr. Edwards received support from Dr. Fraser McDonald
and from the secretary of the General Practitioners Soc
iety, Dr. G.J. Stokes.

be looking to establish another in Christchurch, then
Wellington, Hamilton and Lower Hutt.
JULY 4
The Medical Superintendent of National Women’s Hospi
tal said today he would be happy if some way were found
to keep the Remuera clinic going - a s National Women’s
Hospital was not able to cope with the demands the clos
ing of the clinic will throw on to them. He stated that the
clinic was performing a useful social function.

By 1993, women should make up half the number of
Members of Parliament.......this goal was put forward by
the Political Workshop at the United Women’s Conven
tion in Wellington.

JULY 5
The IWY conference in Mexico City has ended - with one
central theme , the condition of humankind cannot be
improved by men alone. If starvation is to be averted in
Third World countries, women, who do most of the farm
ing there, must be given the rights and privileges of men.
Many people at the conference including the disillusioned
and politically manipulated, agreed that a different world
lay ahead for women - and men.

JUNE 18
A survey by NOW on the attitude of MPs to women’s
issues shows the majority of MPs evidence ignorance and
unconcern.
Most members believe mothers of pre-school children
should be “ encouraged” to stay home - and were “start
lingly ignorant” on the legal provisions for abortion.

JULY 8
Speaking to the annual conference of the Maori Women’s
Welfare League, the Minister of Maori Affairs, Mr. Rata,
claimed there was gross inequality in the earnings of
Maori and Pakeha women. He said he was examining the
trade training scheme with a view to providing realistic
opportunities for Maori girls, and he urged the league to
nominate five people to study and report to the Gov"ernment on means of improving the earning prospect of
Maori women. The Government, he said, would be pre
pared to make a financial grant toward such a study.

Only 2% of New Zealand lawyers are women, and of
these only 23 out of 86 are principals in their firms.
This was announced in a paper written by a Wellington
lawyer, Caroline Henwood.
She stated that women had made “little impact on the
legal profession” - and men must be prepared to give
women a chance - and not file them away in the convey
ancing department.
JUNE 21
Princess Ashraf Pahlevi, sister of the Shah of Iran, donat
ed U.S. $500,000 to the female cause at the first day of
the I.W.Y. conference in Mexico City today. It brought
contributions to women’s year to U.S. $1.9 million.

JULY 9
The chairman of the Auckland Hospital Board stated they
would probably be willing to take over the Remuera abort
ion clinic, provided the Government asked it to and was
willing to meet the cost.

JUNE 23
Australian breweries have agreed to a 12 point code for
beer advertisements. The advertisements will be forbidd
en to imply that social or sexual success is due to drink
ing alcohol.
JUNE 24
Membership of the Royal Commission of Inquiry on
Contraception, Sterilization and Abortion has been
announced. The chairman will be Mr. Justice McMullin.
Members will be Dr. G.L. Brinkman, Miss Denise Henare,
Mr. M.R. McGregor,.Mrs. B.J. Thomson and Mrs. D.G.
Winstone.
Written submissions to the Royal Commission on Contra
ception, Sterilization and Abortion should be made by
September 19th,
JUNE 27
A regional meeting of women from South Pacific count
ries may be held in Fiji in October this year said Mrs.
Whetu Tirikatene-Sullivan yesterday. The meeting would
include women from New Zealand, Australia, Fiji, New
Hebrides and Papua New Guinea.
JULY 3
It was reported today that the women’s periodic deten
tion centre in Auckland is working well. The Justice De
partment is reported to be “ delighted” and will probably

Women voting for the first time at the Drill Hall,
Auckland. Nov 28, 1893.
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The United
W om en’s Convention
or The One Who Got Away
The United Women’s Convention — was it an
unqualified success or should we examine its
implications more closely? JULIE THOMPSON and
SALLY CASSWELL give their impressions of the
significance of the event.
It is hard not to be ambivalent
about something like this con
vention. It is true that an all
woman gathering of 2,500 in
New Zealand discussing
issues from feminism in the
suburbs, women in the law,
violence against women, to
action for peace, is an event v
difficult to have predicted over
five years ago. On the other
hand there is an element of
total despair in the realisation
that most of the participants
are not committed to action
and, of those who are, the
action they envisage is often a
liberal modification within the
system, rather than the radical
change of structures necessary
to improve the STATUS of
WOMEN.

The immense size of the convention
acted to help keep things clean.
Radical feminists never met the
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S.P.U.C. people. All our different
orientations were kept hidden. Many
women were never brought face to
face with the feminist issues.
There was a complaint to the con
venors about the presence of les
bians, and although the huge lesbian
flag was never long out of sight, they
too were easily forgotten in the
crowd. The password was peace.
Dr Wall, an invited guest, was removed
from the wine and cheese in an inc
ident sparked off by three women of
mature years, contrary to subsequent
rumours that it was provoked by
young militant radicals. The con
venors then fell over themselves
apologising to all who would listen,
on press and radio. There was no
mention to the mass of women at

Photos on these &
next pages : Margot Nash

the convention of all the hundreds
of calls supporting the Wall ejection
which blocked the telegram office’s
switchboard. It was not allowed to
become an issue. Yet, the incident
is worth analysis in itself. This man
has been instrumental in action
restricting women’s right to free
choice. He has done more than
insult us. Yet as usual women were
concerned with politeness and apol
ogy, wanting everybody to like us.
If we are serious in our concern
about women, we just cannot
indulge in politeness with a man
who is in the process of restricting
our freedom. Not to mention our
right to free expression in the media.
How much will women take before
we do retaliate?
The recommendations from the
workshops were, on the whole, far
more liberal than might have been
expected, and it was brilliant to hear
a young woman (15 or 16?) still at
school, report from the women as
pupils workshops. Her perception
of the position of women was a high
point for many feminists. For
some of us, however, the convention
produced more knotted stomach
tension than ecstasy.

active feminists and thus discussion
was necessarily limited in sophist
ication. However the statement by
a 50 year old working class woman
.that she identified completely with
the middle class, educated women
who were expressing discontent
with the nature of the housewife
role saved the day. She contradicted
the put-down of noted anti-abortion
ist campaigner Connie Purdue. The
consciousness raising in this session
indicated that something new is
stirring.
It appears that U.W.C. is going to
become a biennial event. I predict
it will become the status event of
the year. Numbers were limited this
year, it will be harder to get in in
1977. Register your delegate now!
Julie Thompson

However, as I say, ambivalence pre
vailed. We concentrated on the
feminist workshops. So did some
non-feminists. As a result we did
not really get right into feminist
issues but on the other hand we did
take three groups in the Feminism
and Socialism workshop on “ What
is feminism?” with women who
were curious. If they are curious to
know more, then the convention
was a success.
Three-quarters of the women in the
Radical Feminist Caucus were not
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“To support women
because they are women
or even because they
espouse a ‘help suffering
woman’ line is not best
serving the feminist
cause.”
SALLY CAS SWELL looks
at the Convention
“ How many women out there in the
last two days are prepared to stand up
and be counted by saying what they
think. More important - how many
women are prepared to support an
individual stand - taken by any women
who has the courage to make one even though they may not agree with
her opinion.

Women as a Minority Group (1951) is as to men for years, but no matter”.
One thing I heard in the media
true now as it was then: “ Certainly
workshop (its called selective
women have not been immune to the
We are bound to support that courage formulations of the female character
perception) was specific examples
because without the image of unity
given by the women in the audience
throughout the ages. From those, to
and strength it brings we have ourselves us, deluded creatures who confessed
of qualified and able women receiv
wide open to media criticism.
ing anything but equal promotion
to witchcraft to modem sophisticates
United we stand - divided we’ll always who speak disparagingly of the cattiness
opportunities.
fall.”
and disloyalty of women, women
reveal the introjection of prevailing
Even if women weren’t faced with
Stirring words ! Thus ended the
attitudes towards them. Like those
such predictable obstacles by the
recommendations from the Women
minority groups who self castigation
media hierarchy, so powerful is the
and the Media workshop at the 1975
outdoes dominant group derision of
socialisation of women to prevent
United Women’s Convention, providing, them, women frequently exceed men
qualities of independence and aggres
thereby a perfect illustration of the
in the violence of their vituperation of
sion developing that although women
dangers inherent in the current popular their sex.
are not actually forbidden to enter
ization of the movement commonly
masculine fields of competition they
known as “Women’s Lib” . The danger Professional women, women who have
are psychologically ill equipped to
lies in a confusion of feminist aims and made it in a man’s world, seem as
succeed in them. The media plays
likely, perhaps even more likely, to
strategy with an uncritical pro-woman
such y major role in the conditioning
line.
indulge in group disparagement, and
of women to “ an image of the self
these are the women who most often
that paralyzes the will and short
To support a woman who has the cour are those speaking out ‘courageously’,
circuits the brain, that makes them
age to make a stand regardless of wheth whose stand we are asked to support.
deny the evidence of their senses and
er we agree with her opinion has immed A concrete example of such can
internalize self doubt to a fearful
degree”3 and that it is particularly
iate and obvious anti-feminist consequ again be given from the Woman and
ences. Such a policy, for example entails the Media workshop (a veritable
horrifying to hear women in the media
the support of female SPUC members
cauldren of anti-feminist bubblings).
showing such a lack of awareness of
who, in their insistence on the absolute Joyce Cancella, a panel member and
these processes.
value of the life of a ten week old fert a woman of some standing in the
ilized ovum seem totally oblivious to
media business told the assembled
It is well known that women who do
the value of the human life of the wo
company that if women do not make
make it in a man’s world are often
man whose body serves as the nurturit to the top in the media it is quite
exceptional women, women one would
ant vehicle.
simply because they lack the ability.
expect most able and likely to help in
Since she had achieved her current
the feminist cause. Unfortunately, it
There is a myriad of other more subtle position it followed that any woman
is often true that having achieved such
could do likewise.
but equally problematic consequences
success these exceptional women are so
of such a pro-woman line. Many stem
well adapted to their environment that
Compare this also with Rosemary
from the present pervasiveness of sex
they embody the prevailing attitudes
ist ideology among women. The burden McLeod, writing in the Listener2
towards their under-achieving sisters,
we all carry with us, the internalization after the convention: “ One thing
The feminist aim is for every women to
of role conditioning, means that femin I didn’t hear mentioned in the
have the opportunity to achieve
ists must constantly guard against wo
media women’s workshop was that
.decision making positions with no more
men’s voices being used against the
media women have had equal pay
and no less effort than an equivalent
feminist cause. Hacker’s statement in
and equal promotion opportunities
human being who is diffentiated basic-
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know what went on) is in itself open to.
debate. Financing relatively affluent
individuals to attend at the cost of
widening the participation at the
United Women’s Convention seems to
me to show a lack of understanding of
either the goals or the most effective
strategy of feminism.
There is an urgent need for the New
Zealand1feminist movement to see it
self as distinct and separate from the
reforming zeal of the women who de
sire to better the lot of other women
while maintaining them in the same
basic role structure. The reformers
consider themselves to be liberated
and believe that from their position
of superiority and strength they can
achieve change on behalf of their less
fortunate sisters.

ally by the cock dangling between his
legs. Therefore the situation has to
change sufficiently to allow the
average woman to gain the self esteem
necessary to enable her to make use
of such opportunity.
For women to have-models of women
prepared to “stand up and be counted”
is of course of enormous value; there
can be no doubt that the absence of such
women models in history and in cont
emporary political life reinforces the
belief that political activity is not for
women. Women’s lack of confidence in
their own ability to formulate and coher
ently present political ideas is a personal
experience shared by us all. The stated
goal of the feminist movement of inter
nal democracy is an explicit recognition
of this^tate of affairs, and an attempt to
enable women to develop, through part
icipation in the group, awareness, respon
sibility, and self reliance. However, dem
ocracy is not based upon, nor dependent
upon a belief in the equality of talents
and skills. And it is certainly true that
not all women, even those with greater
involvement in the women’s movement
than the ‘Organised Ladyhood’ attend
ing the United Women’s Convention,
have the same goals or the same grasp
of strategy and tactis. To support wo
men because they are women or even
because they espouse a ‘help suffering
woman’ line is not best serving the fem
inist cause. In aiming to achieve radical
social change feminists cannot afford to
support any stand made by women, even
those holding a superficially much more
pro-woman line than that of the SPUC
member cited earlier.*
Margaret Rhondda, a leading feminist in
post world war I Britain described a dis

There can be no individual liberation :
“ Our oppression is common, our fate
is common and our struggle must be
common. The individual solution view
tinction which is still of crucial import of liberation is wrong. If you can get
ance : “ One may divide the women in
your boyfriend to stop calling you a
the woman’s movement into two groups: chick it’s not going to stop the man
the Feminists and the reformers who are next door bashing the woman next
not in the least Feminists; who do not
door nor is it going to stop him raping
care tuppence about equality for itself.
you.” 6
Now almost every women’s organization
recognizes that reformers are far more
The struggle must be common in the
common than Feminists, that the pass
sense of working towards change so
ion to decide to look after your fellow- basic that all women will share in the
'men, to do good to them in your way,
power to determine their own lives,
is far more common than the desire to
helped and protected neither by men
put into everyone’s hand the power to
nor by their more ‘advanced’ sisters.
look after themselves.” 4
The struggle to achieve such radical
change will be bitter conflict. Men, des
“ Organized Ladyhood” as Shulamith
pite their eventual gain, will not relin
Firestone53 described these reformers of quish their power easily. To achieve
the 1890-1920’s is still very much with
our goals we must work collectively us and is now in the process of taking
‘united we stand - divided we’ll always
firm control of ‘feminism’ in New Zea
fall’, but lets make sure that we all
land. Consider the undemocratic way in share the same long-term goals before
which a last minute, undebated motion we profer blind support.
ensured that the 1977 Convention will
be organised by the same three women
Sally Casswell
who masterminded 1975. Rumour has
References :
it that the first meeting has already
been held, in the home of the lady
Hacker, H. Women as a M inority Group
mayoress of Christchurch no less.
Social Forces 3 11951)

Consider also the resolution, passed in
the same way, that any profits from the
1975 Convention should go towards the
expenses of the New Zealand women
(3)
attending the non-governmental inter
national Women’s Year Conference in
Mexico. Did the women who organised
such a move have any understanding of
the fact that for many women in New
Zealand the eight dollar registration fee,
let alone the fare to travel to the con
vention venue is a significant sum to
find from the money available for their (5)
personal use ? The value of sending so
many representatives to conferences such (6)
as those in Mexico (especially as we now

McLeod, R. Les Ms-erables N.Z. List
ener July 19 1975.
Gornick V. and Moran, B.K. Intro
duction in Woman in Sexist Society,
Studies in power and powerlessness
New York : Basic Books Inc. 1971.
Rhondda, M. quoted in Firestone S.
The Dialectic of Sex : The case for
feminist revolution. New York ;
William Morrow, 1970.
op cit
Sitka C The Consciousness Behind
Structure Unpub. 1975.
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W hat Came Out
the Workshops

A closer look at the recommendations
supports the claim that the Convention
did contribute to an awarenss of our
selves as a group, but that most of the
ideas merely advocated some reform of
the status quo to allow women a place
in a system which relies heavily on the
oppression of people. Do we just want
a reshuffle of the pyramid so that
more women are at the top?
!
It is difficult to object to sentiment
which states that:
“Women got the vote in 1893 ...
to mark the centenary of women’s
suffrage in New Zealand, we have as
our goal in 1993 that half of the
MP’s will be women.”
or
“ that the composition of all public
decision-making bodies should be
50% women”
(Workshop: “ Women in Politics” )
We do after all constitute more than
50% of the population. However, does
not the political philosophy of these
women concern us? How does blind
pro-woman action (as advocated in the
Women and the Media Workshop) help
construct a society that adheres to fem
inist values? We are being asked to
support women who advocate the con
tinued oppression of women.
Hi ere were 2 workshops which dealt
specifically with radical feminism in
N.Z. In both there was explicit recog
nition that Jie present social system
must be changed. We report one of
them in full.

alone but are shared by women as a
class. The relief of this discovery comes
from the recognition that the problems
are not our fault, a reflection of our
personal inadequacy but are caused by
the structures, especially the power
structures in which we live.
The second step is to find a viable
public and political expression for this
realisation. One which will really
achieve change.

Our workshop included women trying
to take both steps from an extraordin
ary variety of backgrounds, ages and
feminist commitment. While this made
for chaos, it was really exciting to find
so very many women with curiosity
and good will toward feminism. Some
had come to find out what feminism
is, some to find ways of expressing
their commitment more effectively
and a few unfortunately, were anti
feminists who were not enrolled and
seemed to be cruising around causing
dissention.
i
Although in each workshop we ostensively did the same things, in fact
they were totally different experiences.
We started each session with women
talking about their feelings and their
relation to the movement. In the first
session we then broke up into smaller
groups, in the second we stayed toget
her to discuss what we had heard.
Suggestions for facilitating commun
ication were various. The needs of
rural women who live outside the com
munication structure generated some
ideas.
Radical Feminist Caucus
1. The need for material could be
helped by a better postal library service.
Feminists are trying to win recognition
of the PERSONHOOD of women. Rad 2. An open university.
ical feminists believe that women will
3. Time on the TV networks should be
not be free to define themselves without available to community groups outside
fundamental changes in ourselves and
the established channels.
society.
4. An alternative yellow pages to act
There are two steps in the process of
as a directory for the alternative cul
rehabilitating our identity - OUR WO
ture was discussed.
MANHOOD.
5. It was agreed to use Broadsheet The first step is the honest sharing of
our only national feminist media, as a
our experiences. For we know that
vehicle for information and commun
ication. We did not set up any mech
sexism cannot survive honesty. As we
learn to hear each other we begin to
anism to facilitate communication but
find that our problems are not ours
we did resolve to give the problem top
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priority in subsequent discussion.
Our only regret was that feelings, ideas,
experiences whirled by, which needed a
follow up, but which were lost with
inadequate response. Our ongoing
activity is to plan a feminist conference
in September to deal with all these
residual issues and to thrash out the
ideology and strategic problems which
we need to confront. At least we have
begun to identify them.
There were also some radical recomm
endations from other workshops.
“ Comprehensive ante-natal educ
ation for childbirth and parent
hood for both mothers and
fathers.”
“ Flexible hours and part-time
work or job sharing by parents.”
(Workshop: “ Women as Parents” )
But other recommendations from the
same workshop destroyed any illusion
that role sharing was really desired.
“ Recognition of the fundamental
importance of the mother’s role in
society. With the necessary reval
uing, upgrading and massive support
needed in childbirth and childcare
in New Zealand, for her to do this
properly.”
Other workshops made recommendat
ions designed to “ increase the status of
women” but ignored the question of
how work that is inherently lacking in
power can be redesigned.
“ Household tasks need upgrading
- they are considered menial in
New Zealand”
(Workshop: “ Women in Volun
tary Service”)
There was no recognition that house
work done full time, in the context of
which it is done today - repetitively
by one person without external reward gives no-one any real satisfaction. This
workshop made recommendations
designed to perpetuate the idea that
women are the carers of the world.
“ Still need for voluntary work not all women want paid employ
ment. (It) carries its own reward an intangible reward - emphasis
on personal caring.”
(Workshop: “ Women in Volun
tary Service”)

4) That churchwomen should get
themselves into politics - all kinds of
women should get themselves into pol
itics, but churchwomen seem particu
larly prone to hearing old voices saying
‘thou shalt shut up’. We recognise
that we have a reluctance to support
and care for him. We are taught the
one another, and want to change this
virtue of extending our caring faculties
Interestingly some of the most surpris
to a very positive spiritual support.
to others in need. Such altruism has
ing recommendations came from the
its own reward, but yields no bargain
Workshop: Women in the Churches. It 5) We recommend to future Convention
committees that they consider opening
ing power for women. It is regarded
is necessary, of course, to ignore the
the Convention proceedings with an
with tolerant condescension - “ You
operating contradiction here - women
girls, with your little hobby groups”.
in churches have in the main subjugated invocation to God under whatever
name we choose to recognise Her.
Try getting involved with a political
themselves to a man - Christ - and att
Something suitable could be one of
empt only to have a place equal to
group and the tolerance wanes. We
the traditional Maori prayers for
males (human) in the heirarchy of the
cannot “like” or “ want” , we have no
coming on to the Marae, to the one
system.
choice, no place independent of men.
God they already recognised before
Disappointingly the participants of the
We cannot support such statements as:
the Pakeha arrived.
workshop had an overwhelming sense
“ A government takeover of certain
“ So far the feminist movement has
of powerlessness. They made their
areas (of voluntary service) e.g.
primarily been women coming to
recommendations “ mostly to ourselves”.
Mother’s helpers, would not work
gether to complain. But this
efficiently because the personal
complaining is nothing new. Wo
Women in Churches
touch would be lost.”
men have been complaining to
Recommendations
mostly
to
ourselves!
(Workshop: “ Women as Volun
each other for centuries and then
1) That we contribute to developing a
tary Workers” )
trudging back to their kitchens to
theology which takes account of the
We object to this because the way to
cook supper for their husbands.
help mothers, is not to give them each a full personhood of women. We note This practice, continued over
that for thousands of years theology
“helper” (whether as in the Stones or
many, many centuries has develo
has been written by men from within
not). We need to change our social
ped in women a kind of multiple
a heraldical society - that theology has
structure so that full-time mothering is
personality, each face of which is
been written with the images of God
no longer any one person’s job.
kept intact.” (l)
We need to carefully consider these “up expressed in male terms - Lord, Master,
King, Father.
We can only hope that out of the
grade the status” recommendations.
— that it has been written from the
U.W.C. there will be some committ
There are some we just cannot support.
standpoint
of
an
assumption
that
the
ment
to the pain that is the struggle
“That Good Neighbourhood policy
inherent nature of woman is inferior
for a better way of life. Some recom
be developed where women partic
We would like to correct this. We
mendations are enlightened, some,
ularly are given assistance in adapt
believe that Christianity is full human
however, betray the
and
ing to a new way of life and learn
liberation
for
men
and
women.
We
frightened
position
of
women.
ing the different customs through
need a theology written from a culture
“ We feel that women should be
a personal social relationship.”
that is neither patriarchal nor matri
encouraged to realise SOME of
( (Workshop: “ Women as
archal, that is, which doesn’t polarise
their potential before marriage
Immigrants” )
male and female qualities but embraces
and parenthood” (emphasis
A good thought, but hardly aimed at
both.
mine).
radically altering our sexist social
2) We looked at the question of min
(Workshop: Families - Now and
structure.
istry and priesthood, especially whether
In the future).
There were similar recommendations
designed to allow women an easier flow the arguments against women priests
Yes, we fear that for many women at
are theological or only traditional.
through the present system the convention this was their first
While most participants came out in
“ Equal opportunity be available
contact with feminism. It was perhaps
favour of women priests, there was
for women to reach top admin
their first and valuable contact with
some dissent. We felt that perhaps
istrative positions in primary,
women functioning in their own right,
the more important question is ordin
intermediate and co-ed secondary
but the fuss made by the media over
ation for WHAT? rather than ordin
schools, technical colleges and
husbands’ preparing breakfast for child
ation for WHOM? and we have recom ren while women were stranded in stormuniversities”
mended
to
ourselves
that
we
go
away
(Workshop: “ Women & Pretorn Wellington points too well to the
and ask more searching questions
School Education” )
uniqueness of such activity. We have
about possible new forms of ministry
a long way to go. Muldoon commented
There was some emphasis on changing
in which meif and women can work in
to a group of Victoria University stud
the employment structure to allow
new and more relevant partnerships.
ents in the following week - “ Now at
people greater choice with regard to
3) That church women who are suitably least they (2,200 women) have all gone
work patterns. This is an important
home to their husbands, fathers and
articulate make themselves available
area of change.
boyfriends where they belong.”
to speak to groups of male clergy on
“ To encourage part-time workers
the feelings that women really have, on
to acquire greater skills and thus
Julie Thompson
theology, social work, sex, marriage,
improve their employment opport
on her ‘place in the home’, on religious
unities they be afforded as great
(1) Atkinson, T. Grace., 1974. “ The
orders, on anything - because half of
an opportunity as full time workers
Political Woman” in Amazon Odyessy,
them just don’t seem to know what we
to attend training courses.”
Link Books, N.Y. p.89-93.
really think.
The concepts of “ want” and “like”
cannot be related to women’s attitude
to our present position. We are condit
ioned to dependency on a male, and
function to breed and rear his children

“ That we press for legislation which
would allow women six months
maternity leave without prejudicing
their jobs and status.”
(Workshop: “ Women in Parttime Work” )

MARY SINCLAIR was a
member of the New
Zealand delegation to the
IWY Conference in
Mexico City.
BROADSHEET
discussed with her what
happened there and how
much effect Mexico will
have on women in New
Zealand.
What are we to make of Mexico? To
some it seemed a total disaster; a
chance for some nations to push
parochial policies at the expense of
intelligent examination of ways of
overcoming global prohlems. What
realistic appraisal could come from the
nations who as political windowdressing sent, in Germaine Greer’s
words, “ tame women delegates skilled
in the showy pro-feminist verbiage of
UN debate” . Mary said that, yes, this
was a problem. “ There were delgates
who weren’t prepared to admit there
was anything wrong in their countries.
A lot of what could have been achieved
was completely dissipated by delegations
like that of the USSR. When problems
were raised they tended to stand up and
say ‘Well, of course, we don’t have
that problem in our country’. And they
would quote statistics of how women
formed X percent of this or that
professional group. Nobody actually
challenged them on this, nobody
actually said ‘What happens when
your female doctor or whatever comes
home? Do she and her husband share
the household chores and child care?’ ”
New Zealand feminists winced when
they learned through the newspaper
reports that women like Imelda Marcos
were being greeted with accolades at
the Conference. To ensure the
“ tameness” of their delegates many
countries sent “ the wives of rich men
and the wives of Presidents”. This was
particularly true of underdeveloped
countries. Fortunately, there were other
women there from these countries
who had got there under their own
steam, and who were “ more openly
aware, as they weren’t hamstrung by
a government line.”
Official delegates from New Zealand
could take an individual line but only
within the Government’s policy. “ This
was an official government delegation
so we had to push the government line.
That’s the understanding on which you
are sent. You would have had to have

blinkers on to think you could go to
Mexico and say exactly what you
thought. Our government has a policy
of not voting in favour of anything
which is not official New Zealand
government policy.”
Only now is the New Zealand Govern
ment beginning to consider questions
which concern feminists, and in general
has no official policy. Broadsheet could
imagine that this created some
difficulties for the delegation and
Mary confirms that it did.
Mary feels the value of the Mexico
conference was to individual
delegates rather than having any
world wide significance. She feels the
delegates were strengthened to go
back and continue the fight for
women’s rights in their own countries.
She feels the New Zealand delegates
can use the World Plan of Action,
although she described it as a “very
bland document” , to back up the
Report of the Select Committee on
Women’s Rights. Broadsheet was
dubious about whether the New
Zealand government actually takes
very much notice of UN documents.
“ They’ll take as much notice as they
are forced to take by the delegates
and what they are able to feed through
to the women of Nbw Zealand. The
effectiveness of Mexico will depend
on how much effect the delegates
have on the women of New Zealand.”
And therein appears to lie a major
weakness of the whole expedition.
Even feminists know very little of
what went on at Mexico or what
policies are contained in the World
Plan of Action. One must assume that
the bulk of New Zealand women are
entirely ignorant. There have been a
couple of meetings with women who
went to Mexico as speakers but the
media have largely ignored Mexico,
and most information gained has been
through the most informal of channles.
Mary told us that the only formal
structure set up by the Government for
for reporting back about Mexico, was

in the form of a report from the
delegates to the Committee on Women
and then to the Prime Minister. So the
Government is in no way obliged to
take any notice of Mexico or of the
Report let alone implement any of its
plans. Indicative of our lack of
awareness about Mexico was Mary’s
surprising news that the Conference
passed a resolution that there should be
an International Women’s Decade
following on this year.
One of the main points that Mary
makes is that Mexico must be seen in
the context of other international UN
conferences. “ The people who really
deflected the course of the conference
were the men who didn’t know anything
anything about women’s rights. They
were only interested in the political
*
struggle”. To most attending nations
Mexico was just another UN conference
where the same political lines were
pushed. Thus there was the usual
confrontation between the developed
and underdeveloped countries and
calls for a new economic order. No
concessions were made in the structure
and organisation of the conference
that this was meant to be a year for
women. The conference followed
strict UN protocol which resulted in
three out of the four speakers at the
opening of the Plenary session being
men. We know that the UN itself is
discriminatory towards women so
their inability to waive traditional
ritual and form comes as no surprise.
The women attending Mexico had to
operate, or attempt to operate within
a framework designed by men and
largely for male needs and ways of
doing things which is what women
always have to do.
The superficiality of this UN effort was
brought home when Mary told us that
the UN became so embarrassed by
attacks on their discriminatory
employment policies and practises
that they set up shop in the basement
of the conference builidng to recruit
potential female employees!

We offer 30% commission to anyone who can sell advert
ising space in Broadsheet. This may make a part time job
for someone with skills in this field. If anyone is interest
ed please phone Sandra 764-893.

fronting up continued
Well after we had looked at these figures we discussed what
to do. One person favoured a price increase but the others
felt that it was important to the readers that we kept the
price at its present level for as long as possible. So by a
majority decision (instead of our usual consensus) the
price will remain at 40c for as long as we can continue to
hold it there. But this does mean that we have to look at
other ways of raising money for Broadsheet, particularly
if we are ever to achieve our goal of paying staff. We are
trying for grants from charitable groups but initial inquir
ies have suggested that there is little chance that we will
receive more than a token amount as we don’t fit into any
of the usual categories of educational, sporting, charitable
etc. We applied to the IWY projects fund and received a
small grant of $800 which will be used for promotion
over the next few months. In passing we should say that
although we were pleased to get that money we were a
little upset at the amount, particularly in comparison with
projects which seemed to beār little relation to the stated
aims of the IWY programme, and also at the heavy em
phasis on film. The film is getting $17,000, there is $5000
going to a film festival and $1,000 to an ad hoc group who
are planning a book on women photographers.

However, Broadsheet does have something that most other
magazines don’t have and that is incredibly loyal and
supportive readers. We are constantly heartened by the
letters we receive (which we don’t usually publish out of
modesty) from women to whom Broadsheet really means
a lot. And you will see from the accounts that we have
received over the last year about a twelfth of our income
in donations - something we doubt that any other maga
zine could match. So now we are making a plea to all our
readers - we need your help to solve this financial problem.
We need donations, we need fundraising ideas and energy,
we need women to try to get advertising for us, we need
whatever you can give to help us financially. We believe
Broadsheet is essential to New Zealand women - so much
do we believe this that we work very long hours outside
our other jobs for absolutely no financial reward ( it costs
us money to work on Broadsheet as we do not get our
expenses covered, e.g. travel, toll calls etc). That is our
contribution to Broadsheet and now we are asking you
to make your contribution - time if you can give it but
most important right now is money. If you cannot afford
to make an outright donation what about giving subscrip
tions to Broadsheet as gifts to friends and relations. As
well as spreading the word you will also help to increase
our circulation and thus help us convince people that it
is worthwhile advertising in Broadsheet. For Christmas
we hope to have feminist cards which we will include
with the first copy of the gift subscription. However, it
is crucial that we increase our income dramatically.

We have also been trying to obtain advertising but this is
proving to be very difficult. Not only do we have reserva
tions about what kind of advertising we want to carry,
but also many companies which would have considered
Broadsheet in the past are no longer placing advertising
with small circulation magazines because of the general
economic climate. They are concentrating on the mass
media - newspapers and TV. All magazines are feeling the
pinch and you may have noticed how practically all oth
er magazines have increased their prices over the last few
months to help compensate.
For those who may be able to obtain advertising for
Broadsheet the rates are :

Because if we don’t it is hard to see how much longer
Broadsheet could continue in its present format - some
like Rosemary and Sandra have been working these long
hours for over three years. But a limit does come where
a person has to stop putting time into Broadsheet and
must put it into family, jobs, study etc. And this limit
point is very close for most of us. One of the aspects of
the break has been that we have realised how much pre
ssure we are usually under. We have found that it is really
pleasant to be able to have time to visit friends, to read
and to sleep. So, if everyone who could possibly do so,
make a donation or put some woman energy into fund
raising or advertising soliciting for Broadsheet, we should
be able to continue in what we feel is a very important
project for New Zealand women.

1 - 49 col cm $1.10 per cm, 50 - 249 col cm $1.00 per cm,
250 and over $0.95 per cm. The column is 8.5cm wide and
we require camera ready copy unless arrangements are
made in advance. A full page is 25 cm deep and costs
$50, half a page costs $27.50. If a person orders say five
full pages spread over one year the total cost would be
$237,50 i.e. $47.50 per page. For specified positions add
25%. The deadline for copy is 10th of the month prior
to publication.
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P h o to c o m p e titio n

We are considering publishing a booklet on Sex Role
Stereotyping. If you have any articles which could be
VL. suitable for such a publication please send them to us.
We would prefer New Zealand material although we will
consider reprinting articles from overseas if they are
particularly good and cover areas not covered by local
writers.

Our photo competition was judged by photographer Marti Friedlander. She thought the
standard was extremely high and had difficulty
picking an outright winner. Instead Linda Gair
and Gillian Chaplin, both of Auckland, share the
<{Xfirst prize, $15 each. Deborah Bagnall of Auckland was given a Very Highly Commended and a
$10 prize. Highly Commended were Rhondda
Bos worth of Christchurch, Kate Jason Smith of
Wellington and Rachael Feather of Auckland.
^

We have included in this issue a questionnaire for readers.
The purpose of this is to find ,out exactly who we are
reaching. We spend a lot of time talking about our read
ers and what they would like but we don’t really know
very much about most of you. Please help us by complet
ing the questionnaire and returning it to P.O. Box 47261,
Auckland by 30 September, 1975.
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“Women who three years ago would have recoiled
at the thought of being deemed feminists, now
placidly knit as they listen to the experts urging
them to greater efforts.”

EDITORIAL
A city’s mayoress is expected to be knowledge
able on most aspects of feminism (always except
ing lesbianism, my god, we’re not perverted),
and requests to older women to head feminist
meetings increase. And the voices of the radicals
are being drowned in rivers of rhetoric spouting
from women who’ve jumped in the feminist boat
while refusing to learn how to row.

The meeting was about abortion law reform;
the hall was packed even though the weather was
terrible and the hall badly heated. Looking
around, I noticed that the majority of the women
at the meeting were about 40. The following
night, I went to a meeting which was smaller and
had a totally different theme - politics. And
once again, the ratio of post 40 year olds to pre
40 year olds favoured the elders.

At one meeting I attended, only one other wo
man was moved to protest with me when a
suggestion was made that an information sheet
be sent out informing potential members that
the Organisation wouldn’t be a ‘bunch of
women’s libbers’. At another, it was decided
not to include references to lesbianism because
‘people don’t like to read about things like that’.
At a third, it was decided not to invite members
of a University feminist group because their
ideas were ‘disturbing’. In each case my protests
were almost the only ones and were answered
by a calm “you don’t understand my dear,
people are afraid if you push toe hard”.

It’s happened. The feminist movement is now
respectable. Women who three years ago would
have recoiled at the thought of being deemed
feminists, now placidly knit as they listen to
‘experts’ urging them to greater efforts. For the
first time in their lives, they don’t have to excuse
themselves for being born female; and they seem
to think the fact of their sex automatically makes
them feminists.
It’s chic to be a feminist now, Greer notes. But
more than that, it’s now desirable. Abortion
replaces sex as the topic at the mid morning
sherry breaks in Remuera: Karori and Fendalton.
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“And the voices of the radicals are being drowned
in rivers of rhetoric spouting from women who’ve
jumped on the feminist boat while refusing to learn
how to row .”

It’s OK
to be a feminist
And while homosexual acts are still illegal and
the Auckland Medical Aid Centre faces certain
closure, Keith Drayton pontificates on Radio
Avon, Patricia Bartlett gets all the coverage she
can handle by any medium, Mike Moore gets
married under the smiling approval of the relig
iously bigoted House and Gerald Wall is consid
ered fit to stand again in Porirua.
God the man and his prissy asexual sidekick in
skirts defends New Zealand.
Social change is not wrought easily and the ene
mies of any such movement are numerous. Was
it predictable that exposure through the media
of the feminist movement would bring to it
hundreds of well-meaning but ill-informed dogooders who have watered down its ideals,
smothered the radical and innovative aspects of
feminism with homey homilies and well baked
cookies after the meeting? Perhaps. Is it too late
to recognize that one of the mounting dangers
to the feminist movement is familiarity?

Ms magazine, once the controversial mouthpiece
of feminist thinking, now contains articles that
could just as easily appear in Ladies Home Jour
nal. In England, one of the most dangerous
pieces of legislation concerning rape is proposed
by a man and scarcely raises a murmur of pro
test. The new abortion on request legislation
adopted by Sweden merits only three centimetres
of space in one N.Z. newspaper, and is not ment
ioned on either radio or television in this
country. And the national WEL group decides
not to rate political candidates on their answers
to the abortion issue because it is “too emotional”.
Feminism is in danger of becoming a farce, a
comedy played cautiously by inexperienced aging
actresses who have covered the spotlights with
pretty doilies because the light is too harsh. What
is it the song says?“The morning sun when it’s
in your face really shows your age ...”. Is that
why the morning sun that followed the slow
dawn of our movement has been replaced by
the kinder rays of the sun that glints on after
noon tea-things on a tastefully arranged tray?

Sandi Hall
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THE INVISIBLE STATUS
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of

THE FEMALE OFFENDER
■

NAN MARKS is a New Zealander living in the States. In this article she
discusses how the justice system in America treats the female
offender. W e were sure the System would not be too different in New
Zealand and asked several women who have experience of how we
treat female offenders to give their views.
Although in recent years it appears that prison inmates
are beginning to gain more clout in the media in ex
posing the numerous iniquities o f the United States
Criminal Justice System, rarely is sexism seen as an
issue by the men who control the system, the men
confined in it, or the general public.
“ ...Male prisoners often refer to sexism as a feminist
digression which deters from real issues. Prison adminis
trators smile knowingly as “ the girls” act up... Sexist
Justice is not discretionary and will, accelerate before
it declines as a real issue. Any form o f oppression cannot
be defined by the oppressor.” 1
Perhaps there has been more speculation about the
female offender as a result o f the changing status o f
women in society, and the patterns fo r which women
are getting arrested, however there is still a tendency to
view all proi'lems o f incarceration as “ all male” . This is
not to insinuate that men are prospering in prisons in any
shape or form , rather that the special problems o f female
inmates are seldom considered as im portant issues in their
own right. In a patriarchal, classist and racist society which
values property more than people it is inevitable that
women become the invisible and forgotten members o f
the criminal justice system.
Fran Leary, a member o f a self-help group o f ex
convicts called THE FORTUNE SOCIETY expressed her
feelings this way.
“ I always say, I think I represent something you d o n ’ t
like to think about. You pick up the paper and you read
about the murderer, the armed robber, the ex-convict. For
some reason, you always picture men. Nobody likes to
think about the female going to prison. She’s not supposed
to do that, but we’re there.” 2
We all. know the similarities between men and women
in prison. The m ajority o f those in prison tend to be drawn
from the powerless o f society - the poor, the less educated.
There is reason to believe, however, that women suffer not
only from all the problems o f male incarcerees, but a lo t
experience additional ones as a result o f their gender.
In order to understand what life is like fo r a woman in
prison it must be remembered that men’s and women’s
prisons were founded on very different principles. Most
men’s prisons were designed to protect the public from
‘dangerous criminals’,whereas women’s prisons were
created at a later date to bring wayward women back to
the fold.
Women generally (except those in maximum security)
have more freedom than men to move from building to
building, attend classes, work assignments, or the
cafeteria. The prison that I visited weekly had the
superficial appearance o f a college campus at first glance
- with its sprawling lawns, modern buildings and cottages
with no visible locks or bars. The inmates are allowed to
wear their own clothes, buy makeup in the commissariat,
or have their hair done at the prison beauty parlor. This
situation only provides what one woman referred to as
“ icing on a bad cake” . Angela Davis also said, “ Women’s
prisons can be just as brutal and filth y as the men’s.”
She also went on to say that while the media explored
the uprisings in male prisons such as Attica, and consequ
ently exposed the deplorable conditions in men’s prisons,
rarely are women’s uprisings given the same attention in

the press.
Women are treated like children and are always referr
ed to as “ girls” . Relationships between the inmates and
the cottage officers are often established along a mother/
child dependency hierarchy. The members o f the Inmates
Legal Association, a group o f jailhouse lawyers I met,
many o f whom had an increasing awareness o f their opp
ression as women - told me that many o f these conditions
and associations act as pacifiers and prevent more women
from realizing their oppression and rebelling against the
system. O f course, there are other factors which also con
tribute to this lack o f action; which includes female soc
ialization to be passive and please those in authority, and
the “ indeterminate” sentence system which makes most
women think twice before rocking the boat.
In addition, a double standard o f morality is just as
evident in our penal system as society at large. The mis
ogynist attitudes that dominate our legal institutions,
and the men who create them are too numerous to elab
orate on. Female offenders are often seen as breaking
both moral and legal codes. While male prisoners are
often politically analyzed, courts and professionals with
few exceptions personalize the female and see her pro
blems as a result o f individual pathology or sexual dis
turbance. I go into jails now and I see how hard it is for
women. You see a man can go out and steal and rob, and
he can straighten his life up - he’s a man. But we live in
a society o f double standards. Mr and Mrs Jones can be
cheating, and the whole neighbourhood knows it, but it ’s
still “ Hello, Mr. Jones” , and “ There goes the tram p” . 3
Erving Goffman in his classic “ Asylums” made refer
ence to the “ defacement process” which occurs in men
tal institutions and prisons. This is the process in which
an inmate loses his/her identity from the presenting cul
ture which was perhaps taken fo r granted before admiss
ion. This includes being stripped o f one’s usual appear
ance and the facilities fo r its maintenance. It is his belief
that women may suffer from this process more than men. *
Women currently make up 5% o f the total incarcerated
population. Obviously most jails and prisons were b u ilt
fo r males. Jails (where pre-trial detainees are kept) rarely
have facilities fo r women. A small section may be block
ed o ff fo r women and it is not uncommon fo r male
employees to use monitors to watch the women directly
in their cells. A case in point is Joanne Little, an inmate
who has gained considerable attention and support from
feminist and other social activist groups when she def
ended herself against rape by a jailer in North Carolina
and therefore helped expose the sexual exploitation o f
women in jails. Joanne was forbidden to hang up a sheet
in her cell to protect her privacy before she was transferr
ed to a fa cility specifically for women.
It must be mentioned that under most circumstances
even with female custodial care, women have been social
ized to be more modest than men. By the time a male
reaches his late teens or early twenties he is accustomed to
sleeping, or getting undressed in fro n t o f other men by
his participation in sports (i.e. buddy showers) or the dor-

from their visits as well as the depression o f others who
had recently had visits from their children and other
loved ones. I was told that many o f the inmates under
current conditions o f separation would prefer not seeing
them at all. Most prisons have little or no quality counsell
ing programmes that deal with the emotional and psycholo
gical problems o f being a parent. Many o f these women
have histories o f drug addiction and prostitution and
were very negligent o f their children’s needs before
incarceration.

POST R E L E A S E PRO BLEM S
A woman’s problems with her children do not end
with release. A wom^n can leave jail and discover that
the person she gave informal custody to is no longer
around. If the child is in a foster home she must then
prove she’s a f i t mother regardless of there being a historv
o f child abuse or not. It often takes years fo r a mother to
regain custody. She must find a place to live and suitable
work to be reunited with her children. This is no easy
task fo r any “ ex-con” o f either sex.

m itory living o f the army barracks.

T H E E F F E C T S O F IN C A R C E R A T IO N O N
M O TH E R S A N D C H IL D R E N
Most women in prison are mothers o f young children:
a fact that clearly distinguishes female from male offend
ers. In our society women are still held responsible fo r
the major care o f children so it is inevitable they will
experience the effects o f incarceration more. A woman is
more likely to be the head o f a solo parent family,
therefore her imprisonment is bound to have a more sev
ere impact on the children’s emotional welfare. In addi
tion, in many cases she is the sole means o f support,
which often leads women to involvement in crimes such
as prostitution, shop-lifting, larceny, etc., fo r the sheer
survival o f their families.
Imagine a woman has just been arrested. The police
must ask if she has any dependants. I f she cannot make
any immediate arrangements to r her children's care the
city bureau o f child welfare is notified. Many o f the child
ren are placed in state and foster homes. Very often, the
mother has no idea where her children are. A mother may
have to live in agony not knowing whether they are going
to be properly cared for.
A t present there is no Bill o f Rights concerning prison
mothers and their children. The innocent children suffer
equally when their mother is imprisoned. The children
may remain uncared fo r prior to notification o f a respon
sible party. Brothers and sisters can be separated and
their last sense o f security is shattered. Another serious
factor is that in informal custody arrangements where a
friend or a relative takes the children, they can be moved
from one place to another. Women’s prisons are more
likely to be situated in remote areas and distances and
expenses exclude visits to the natural mother.
On the other hand, i f a man goes to prison or jail, his
wife or lover is more apt to keep the fam ily together.
Few men are going to wait around until a woman is
released, or have the desire and/or the type o f employ
ment that would enable them to take over the respon
sibilities o f a fu lltim e parent.

M E D IC A L C A R E
Probably, one o f the most frightening conditions o f
prison life is the situation o f medical care. N ot only is
there a lack o f proper facilities, and a shortage o f compet
ent doctors, minor problems develop into major ones as a
result o f negligence. Women have special problems
in prison that are unique to females. They menstruate,
give birth, experience menopause, and are susceptible to
vaginal infections, breast and uterine cancer. “ OFF OUR
BACKS” , a feminist news journal reported that very few
women in prison have normal periods due to a lack o f
exercise, poor diet, and the shock o f incarceration. Some
inmates are forbidden to use tampons and are forced to
use unsterilized pads. Few prisons have special doctors
(i.e. gy naecologists) to diagnose problems o f menopausal
women or treat other distinctly female problems and
diseases.) 5
Prisons often forbid the use or birth control pills or
other methods o f contraception even during brief periods
o f incarceration which make women vulnerable to preg
nancy. A weekend pass or furlough can result in an
unwanted pregnancy. There have also been cases o f wo
men becoming “ mysteriously” pregnant to male employ
ees while in prison or to male inmates during work re
lease programmes.
Pregnant women experience numerous difficulties.
Proper medical provisions are rarely available fo r pre
natal care. Pregnant women do not receive m ilk, vitamins,
or proper diets. Women are left unattended during labour
and the ambulance is ordered at the discretion o f the mat
ron (to transport them to hospital). Rarely are precautions
taken in case an inmate should experience complications.
Miscarriages occur frequently in jails.

JO B T R A IN IN G
“ Emancipation should make it possible fo r woman to
be human in the truest sense. Everything w ithin her that
craves assertion and activity should reach its fullest expre
ssion, all artificial barriers should be broken and the road
towards greater freedom clear o f every trace o f centuries
o f submission and slavery.”
EMMA GOLDMAN

A t Clinton Correctional Institution fo r Women in
New Jersey, they have a fa cility near the prison fo r
babies born to women during incarceration. The mother
is allowed to place her infant there fo r a lim ited amount
o f time until more permanent arrangements are made.
She is allowed to visit the child once or twice a week. I
witnessed the pain o f these mothers when they returned

Educational and vocational programmes in women’s pri-
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sons are not only designed to serve institutional needs,
they also reinforce the second class status o f women in
society. When a woman is serving time she is generally
assigned to one or more o f the follow ing types o f activi
ties :
prison industry, academic, or vocational. Inmates work
at dead-end jobs such as sewing uniforms, making mops,
and clerical work. These programmes do little i f anything
to aid the rehabilitation process. Wages run from nothing
to a maximum o f $2.40 per day fo r certain types o f jobs.
(6) Prison Industry is the name o f the game. Jessica Mitford in her book entitled Kind and Unusual Punishment
reported that .Federal Prison Industries, Inc. made a 17
per cent p ro fit on sales in 1972 with factories in the fed
eral prisons, which has been compared to an average
4.5 p ro fit fo r all U.S. industries. (7)
The most common myth is that prison programmes fo r
career training enable a prisoner to get a job when releas
ed. N ot only do these programmes perpetuate the same
unskilled and semiskilled jobs women had before incar
ceration, they have minimal effect on parole outcome.
Inmates are taught to do jobs in areas where there is
already an over-abundance o f union men and women.
An example o f the type o f courses offered in women’s
prisons are ; Modelling and grooming, Personal Hygiene,
Crochet, Cosmetology, Key Punch, and Practical Nursing.
Many states refuse to licence women in nursing or as
beauticians after “ doing tim e” . Personnel in most cases
do not provide valuable inform ation pertaining to where
an inmate w ill be allowed to practice certain trades. Lack
o f skills and education more than likely helped precipi
tate their crimes to begin with, and “ busy w ork” in pri
son does nothing to prepare them for a life outside the
prison walls.
Women in prison are in a way just a microcosm o f their
sisters in the “ free” world. I have only briefly touched
on a few o f the special problems o f female inmates.
Needless to say, a lo t more research is needed.in many
areas to expose the iniquities in our criminal justice sys
tem. The responsibility fo r change lies w ithin feminist
organizations and concerned civic groups and individuals.
We must apply pressure on the power structure fo r inno
vation and educational programmes that serve human
rather than institutional needs.
Many inmates appreciate contact from the “ outside
w orld ” . Fortunately, feminists are beginning to take an

Nicki Crutchley

interest in their invisible” sisters who have been neglect
ed even by those who consider themselves social activists.
Some correctional officials are allowing feminists to
meet w ith female inmates in informal “ rap” sessions for
educational and recreational purposes. For instance The
Women Out Now Prison Project at Purdy Prison in Wash
ington D.C., brings to prisons such groups as the Feminist
Karate Union, the Seattle Third World Women, and
COYOTE (Call O ff Your Old Tired Ethics) an organisa
tion designed to provide support services (i.e. legal help,
job referrals etc) fo r any one accused o f prostitution
(including men). COYOTE which is often made
up o f civilians as well as having ex-hookers as leaders is
working with lawyers and public defenders to “ decrim
inalize” prostitution. Very often it takes considerable
time to build trust and rapport with the inmates and
usually the administration w ill view the groups with open
hostility even though they allow them to visit the women.
I have been in contact with a woman from the W.O.N.
Prison Project and she sounded very positive about her
group’s work at Purdy.
Sad to say, more money continues to be spent to perpet
uate the old P.P.P. cycle (Prison, Parole, Prison) than to
provide comm unity based programmes which would be
more effective and less costly to the taxpayers.
Nan Marks
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Nicki Crutchley is at present complet
ing her bar exams to become a
lawyer. She convened a workshop on
Women and the Law at the United
Women's Convention and was a
contributor to the book "Women and
the Law". Before moving to Welling
ton she organised a prison visiting
scheme for women in Mt. Eden
prison.

The Criminal Justice System in New Zealand is
just as sexist as the system described by Nan
Marks. The Penal institutions in this country
dealing with women offenders perpetuate a trad
itional image of woman. The success of a prison
or institutional sentence is judged quite often by
whether the woman later makes a successful
marriage or not. The administration of our
system of justice is in fact largely undertaken by
men. The prison, where a far greater proportion
of men than women spend time, is designed for
men.
In New Zealand the penal policy towards women is vir-
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stated role in life, if this programme
is being carried out in an atmosphere
and environment intended for men?

Photo:

The general differences between
men’s and women’s prisons are also
interesting to note. Women’s prisons
have to cope with fewer inmates so
naturally will have a different atmos
phere, in that very strict rules are
not necessary to maintain discipline
amongst such a few. There is also
the psychological oppression o f being
in an institution designed for men.
O f course this can reduce the women
to a weak dependent status, o f adv
antage to those in control as it will
make the women more manage
able. Another factor which is apparent in many penal
institutions fo r women is the exaggerated standard o f
neatness and cleanliness called the “ feminine version o f
the rock-pile in men’s prisons” . This serves a double
purpose in keeping the women occupied and providing
vocational training. This reinforces the idea that a
woman w ill not be hunting a job on the outside but
w ill be hunting someone on whom to depend.

Kate Jason Smith

tually non-existent It must therefore be assumed that
the policy o f the Justice Department towards prisons
i.e. men’s prisons, is followed fo r the administration o f
women’s prisons. L ittle research has been done about
female offenders, and their needs in New Zealand. No
survey was carried out before the Christchurch Women’s
prison was b u ilt to determine the needs o f New Zealand
women in prison or even if such a prison were needed
at all.

Educational and vocational training and rehabilitation
should all have major roles in the correctional institution.
In New Zealand there is the release to work system ,
which allows a prisoner out to work during the day
while retaining her at night. This occurs some weeks
before a sentence ends. Realistic goals can be set fo r
the woman who does go to prison, taking account o f her
standard o f education, capabilities and aptitudes. In that
environment perhaps an awareness could grow that she
can change the “ requirements o f her circumstances” and
be instrumental in creating her own security and envir
onment outside prison.

The treatment o f a woman in prison follows this logic:
the effect o f imprisonment on a woman is claimed to be
harder than on a man as it deprives a woman o f her main
role in life; that is, o f a wife and mother, whereas a man
is a man first and foremost, and his “ role” , whatever that
may be, is secondary. Straight away we have rejected
the possibility o f treating the woman as a person w ithout
attaching complicating labels and thereby obscuring
the problem.
Where a woman’s role is seen as a housewife, whatever
work she does will automatically reinforce that image o f
her, while im p licitly assuming that this is the work she
* w ill do fo r someone else - a man. The work a woman
does in prison covers three main fields; cleaning and
washing, cooking and sewing; the assumption being that
this is what she is used to doing and what she w ill carry
on doing once she leaves. This is the main emphasis o f
her work in the prison and anything beyond it or in its
place is rarely expressed or even, I believe, thought about
constructively. The obvious solution, “ a good marriage ,
may solve the immediate pattern o f her delinquency but
it does not reach the source o f the problem.
For a woman to be a “ wife and mother” presupposes a
certain degree o f sexual morality and sobriety. Therefore
the idea o f “ reform ” fo r women has meant something
quite different from that o f rehabilitation fo r men. In
penal institutions fo r women at present, the reform pro
gramme i f there is anything that can be called that, and even
the structuring o f the institution, has been based on a set
o f rules.designed to control the behaviour o f male in
mates. The paradox is obvious. How can the so-called
reformation o f women occur so that they can fu lfill their
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Since the woman inside is cut o ff from her main role.in
life it seems wrong not to provide the woman prisoner
with another role. By taking away the role o f wife and
mother the system is striking at her identity. By failing
to provide the means to alternative roles, the system is
keeping the woman in suspension as a non-person.
Following this line o f thought, and taking into account
the almost non-existent riots and disturbances in women’s
prisons, I suggest that prison may-not be the place for
women. If the purpose is to provide her with the means
to develop whatever abilities she wants to, then surely
this would be achieved better within the community.
It is d iffic u lt to see that a retributive atmosphere will
help any person evaluate and change her position. If
an offending woman is seen as “ deviant” and therefore
needing “ reform ” , the obvious solution is a therapeutic
environment, where she can gain insight into her needs
and behaviour in the past and the possibilities open to
her in the future.
Nicola M. Crutchley

decreases the likelihood o f reoffending but this mixing o f
criminals is an obvious additional factor. As with men,
the majority o f women convicted and sentenced to
imprisonment are the younger Polynesians and those in
the lower income bracket In Dunedin, the ratio o f Poly
nesian to pakeha was never less than 50% and at ‘ the
M ount’ was probably eyen greater. This class o f people
seems to be made the scapegoat o f our society reflecting
perhaps the bias o f our magistrates.
Their experience generally does not cover poverty, hunger
or oppression but only a good cultured up-bringing. I
often questioned on reflection whether my sentence
would have differed had I swallowed a few principles
and dressed for court in white gloves and a hat instead
o f a long skirt and coloured singlet

An ex-inmate ----- — -------I was a 24 year old post graduate student at Auckland
University and had just finished sitting final papers for
a second Master’s degree when I was arrested, convicted
and subsequently sentenced to six months imprison
ment for supplying a “ tab” o f LSD to a friend who
would have greatly appreciated the gift had he ever
received it. At the time I was a solo parent with two
children, aged 2 and 5 years and had just started working
for the holiday period as a salaried public servant.
I had varied imprisonment, spending a month on remand
for psychiatric assessment in the maximum security
block o f Oakley Mental Hospital then, after the declar
ation o f my comparative sanity, a short time in the
women’s section o f Mt Eden prison before being shifted
to the ‘long-term’ Women’s Prison then situated at
Dunedin.

There is no u niform ity in the sentences given by different
magistrates fo r similar crimes and police and magistrates
use such crimes as ‘idle and disorderly’ to impose their
male stereotyped morality on such women as the ‘ship girls’.
Recurring offenders on charges o f ‘i and d’ and prostit
ution often get sentences as large as those given for
more major crimes.

After release I spent six months or so in vacuo living
o ff sickness benefit and re-learning how to cope with
everyday life. I now lead a superficially rather con
servative existence with my beloved and three children
and am employed as a half-time university lecturer. For
a time, while still living in Auckland, I was a member o f
the Howard League for Penal Reform but because our
membership was very small and the media and public
are mainly only aware o f the men’s prisons (owing
perhaps to their greater number and the sensationalism
o f escapes, riots and violence which occur more frequently
in men’s prisons) we were not able to achieve anything
o f worth specifically for women prisoners.

In Dunedin the common crimes were those o f passion
and violence or that o f fraud or th eft often committed
out o f need by a solo-mother. An extreme example
would be the middle-aged Maori mother-of-seven who
received a nine-month sentence for falsely cashing
Social Security benefits after her husband le ft her. Wo
men are still socialised to accept the major responsibility
in the upbringing o f children and as most women at
Dunedin were mothers and many o f them solo-parents,
the separation from their children is an added punish
ment (and one rarely taken into account by our male
judiciary). My experience was that it takes many, many
months'to repair the hurt inflicted on children by the
sudden and often dramatic loss o f the one stable figure
in their lives. My children were fortunate, being
reasonably independent and having loving grandparents
to look after them, but if a mother cannot make
arrangements for her children’s care they are put into
state or foster homes and she often has little idea o f
their whereabouts.

There has possibly been some improvement in conditions
fo r women convicts in New Zealand over the last couple
o f years. The ‘long-term’ prison now has new premises
at Paparoa, just out o f Christchurch, and lim ited periodic
detention facilities are becoming available in some o f the
main centres. The only prisons I have any real ‘ inside’
knowledge of, are Mt Eden and Dunedin Women’s Prisons
and the follow ing comments are based on these as they
existed from January to May 1973.

The ‘hum iliation process’ by which one is stripped o f
individual identity and supposedly comes to accept, or
stop reacting against, prison life is probably particularly
degrading to the female who has been indoctrinated to
have a higher regard fo r modesty, and cleanliness than
men. Both prisons are remarkably cold and comfortless
stone anachronisms, Dunedin being particularly sombre
and archaic. A t Mt Eden everyone is forced to strip and
be inspected fo r distinguishing body-marks and then
undergo a bath and hair-wash in some evil-smelling liquid,
presumably extra strong anti-cootie disinfectant. Only
one cell here was a single one (reserved fo r tho^e on
charges o f murder) the others were crammed with up
to nine prisoners in bunks. The only to ile t available
after lock-up at 9pm was bucket and toilet seat behind
a thin wall in the corner. The last to use it each night
was required to empty and clean it in the morning and
this together with general embarrassment led to many
preferring instead to ‘hold on’ regardless o f damage done
to the bladder and urinary system.

There are obviously many similarities in those prisons
fo r women and those fo r men but there are additional
hardships fo r most female convicts. Sexual discrimination
in the judicial system begins in court with facilities for
those awaiting trial. A t Auckland Magristrate’s Court
women must sit on a lo n g , high-backed seat facing a
blank brick wall, forbidden to even look at the noisy
room fu ll o f men behind. One is normally strait-jacketed
thus fo r several hours at a time. Once convicted, the
only alternative sentence to probation was, at this time,
imprisonm ent
The only classification o f women prisoners was into
‘short-term’ (less than six months) or ‘long-term’ (six
months and more); whereas men had the possibilities o f
periodic detention, first-offence and ‘open’ prisons such
as Wi Tako and pr'son farms.
If women were classed as ‘long-term’ they were automat
ically transferred to Dunedin. This meant that fo r many
whose homes were hundreds o f miles away the possibility
o f weekly visitors (<& extra fru it etc) was greatly reduced.
Because there was only a comparatively small number of
long term female prisoners (about 30 at any one time)
they were all placed together - first offenders and
hardened recidivists, six-month sentences and lifers.

When I arrived at Dunedin it was still the practice to
make new-comers spend a month in the North Gallery
no matter what period o f incarceration one had had prior
to being transferred to Dunedin. (This period of
adaption in the North Gallery was later shortened to be
‘at the screw’s discretion after a fo rtn ig h t’.) This section
o f the prison was very dark and cold with one solid locked

It is known that imprisonment itself increases rather than
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exercise and would have made much
use o f facilities had these been avail
able.

Cel! : North Gallery : Dunedin Women’s Prison
door leading to a corridor with tin y windows on one side
and a row o f heavy wooder. cell-doors on the other
These were mainly single cells, bare-board floors, about
8’ by 6’ w ith shimmering pastel pink painted brick walls
and a tiny window w ith both wire-net and bars over it.
On weekdays one was let o ut to work at 8am and ret
urned to the cell at 5pm to eat the evening meal and
while away the hours until the light was switched o ff
at 9pm. On weekends this mean that, if one did not
wish to attend the religious service on Sunday, then
from 5pm Friday until 8am Monday could be spent
in virtual isolation. It was in this section that ‘ misbehavers’ were thrown, often having their cells ‘stripped’
so they contained only a mattress and bedding on the
flo o r and occasionally being put on one o f the medie
val ‘ restricted’ diets still used.
Medical facilities were very limited with only a weekly
visit from a doctor. The one at Dunedin had a very con
descending attitude and generally created little confidence.
Some prisoners were subjected to ‘shock’ treatment with
no recourse to another opinion. Many women feel more
at ease w ith a woman doctor especially when discussing
the menstrual problems the stress and shock o f prison
cause but one is forbidden to consult an alternative
doctor. The basic rights o f a prisoner to see a lawyer,
minister or doctor are all rather farcical when one’s
application is at the screw’s mercy and only likely to
be considered i f o f a conventional type.

There was a remarkably low level o f
education amongst prisoners in gen
eral and r o encouragement to
improve was given. The only
people who did any educational
work were those in on drug charge
charges (generally from a
more middle-class background), who demanded to be
allowed to study by correspondence and were granted
this privilege. They were probably the least in need
o f educational help. Others needed help more, fo r
example, a 16 year old who had been transferred from
Arohata Borstal and whose formal education ended at
12 and another o f similar age who when wanting to
purchase some material had to ask what ‘yards’ and
‘feet’ were. The follow ing are excerpts from a poem
she wrote fo r the newspaper we started (spelling and
punctuation have been improved).
I ’m alive, you hear me,
I’m alive and my name is Jim Jones.
Don’t leave me here.
Y ou’re lying.
Being stuffed up - like a children.
They laughed.
You bastards... What are you?
Don’t know what I’ve done to deserve this.
But time is bearing on me and I feel myself
drifting.
Just take me. I want to move out.
This is a nightm are......Gotta be ...

The screws themselves, although women, were subtly
oppressive in many ways - one being the insistence on
the wearing o f bulky, old-fashioned sanitary pads daring
menstruation instead o f tampons (this was finally over
ruled by the male superintendant after a deputation
managed to get to see him).

Although the Justice Department policy is to bring the
education level o f prisoners up to at least 4th form
standard I never saw it implemented. The number o f
semi-literate but intelligent women ‘inside’ suggests that
education is generally though unnecessary fo r women.
Frustration brought hbout by communication problems
must be a contributing factor in criminal behaviour and
it was definitely the less verbally adept o f the prisoners
who threw tantrums or behaved violently. There was a
small library at Dunedin, consisting mainly o f ‘ romances’
and the like. It was very non-technical but was a change
from the comics o f the Mount.

Women prisoners get little physical exercise (rather less
than that allowed or demanded by men prisoners). A
concreted basketball court was our outdoor area at the
Mount and this was used whenever permitted but the
only area open to sun and sky at Dunedin was a small
piece o f yard about the size o f an average school-room
which, surrounded by the 3-storied prison, received sun
fo r a short period only every day. Access to this was
lim ited to a short time after lunch and then was at the
discretion o f the particular screws on duty. During my
time weekly classes in art, leatherwork and Maori (and
fo r a few weeks weight-lifting) were started making a
change from the usual recreational pursuits o f card-games,
knitting or telly. Many o f the women, especially those
in the younger age group complained at the lack o f

The lack o f decision-making allowed in even small details
such as the switching on or o ff o f radios is an added hard
ship fo r women who, on release, must not only be respons
ibly fo r themselves but also make decisions regarding their
children and family. The type o f work available in prison
has a ‘feminine’ orientation with no emphasis on job
training. There was a sewing-room which taught one
how to be a factory-type machinist but gave no tuition
in the finer details o f design, cutting or tailoring. Apart
from this only domestic work such as cleanning and
cooking, or, occasionally fo r a privileged few, mainten
ance painting was done. This lack o f stimulating
occupation or training reinforces the second class status
o f women in society.
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own religious-based morality on all. (I watched, appalled,
as they destroyed a relationship which had existed ,
stably on the ‘outside’ fo r three years).

Even the female wardens or ‘screws’ reinforced the stand
ard submissive sex stereotype. They differed in type
between the tw o prisons as they saw their different
functions. A t the Mount screws generally regarded prison
ers as irretrievable ‘ bad girls’ and therefore controlled
them with a ‘Sergeant-Majorish’ efficiency maintaining
discipline with such procedures as ordering the remaking
o f all. beds thrice daily. (The only work here apart from
cleaning o f the prison was packaging sugar into small
lots fo r prison use). Screws at Dunedin saw their role
as a more humane one though over-doses o f piety some
times got in the way o f their humanity. They were
mainly middle-aged with standard prejudices and saw
enforcing ‘suitable’ feminine behaviour as part o f their
job. Thus, swearing and, in particular the word fuck
was not tolerated. Suitable female institution clothing
(i.e. short skirts and bobby socks) was provided even
though it was impractical especially for those used to
much warmer climates. In both institutions women
are always referred to as ‘girls’ and treated like children
with mother-child relationships sometimes being
formed between warden and prisoner (particularly in
Dunedin). These tend to act as pacifiers and women
tend to be more apathetic and less inclined to rebel
than men. The possibility o f extra ‘tim e’ fo r those who
buck the system makes many women with families
think twice before questioning any facet o f prison life.

Pre-release facilities are available fo r suitable long-term
women but these are mainly limited to factory jobs, and
are not often retained after release as most wish to
return to their home towns. On the day o f release one
is bundled aboard suitable transport back to the town of
origin and thereafter left to your own devices. No-one
is really concerned i f there is anyone to meet you at the
other end or somewhere suitable to live and post-release
facilities do not exist in this country. The hollow clang
as the prison door slams finally behind you is often the
most frightening sound in the whole experience.
Being well-educated and reasonably coherent and thus
able to stand up fo r my rights I had an exceptionally
‘easy’ imprisonment by comparison, but the inadequacies
and injustices o f the whole judicial system (in particular,
with regard to women) were daily brought home to me
Society cannot blind itself with the myth o f rehabilitation
when it is obvious that the penal system has slowly grown
‘like Topsy’ out o f the stocks and tortures o f medieval
England and is still based on the principles o f revenge
and retribution. There are many other countries, such as
Holland, with much more progressive systems than ours
with ‘com m unity-type’ prisons fo r mothers and children,
generally shorter sentences and genuine rehabilitation
attempts. Our superintendent at Dunedin was a good
man trying to change life a little, allowing evening classes
and encouraging prisoners to paint murals, start their own
newspaper, run concerts etc. but these are only minor
advances. I cannot foresee any great changes in New
Zealand’s female penal institutions until the greater
women’s liberation is a fact and we have a strong body
o f female lawyers, magistrates and judges to speak out
fo r us. Even then we may have to wait fo r a total
social revolution to change people’s attitudes.

The homosexual female is further persecuted ‘inside’.
Our laws may not class lesbianism as a crime but the
general ignorance and abhorrence o f the screws towards
the gay female leads to the situation where known o ff
enders are constantly watched or threatened w ith loss
o f remission if they start the ‘dolly-racket’ and even a
com forting arm cannot be extended w itho ut fear o f
reprisal. Homosexuality is often tolerated to a degree
in male prisons but female screws cannot even differ
entiate between a genuine homosexual love relation
ship and a ‘substitute heterosexual’ one and impose their
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Eve Bourke
Eve Bourke is a social worker who at
present is superintendent of the
Auckland periodic detention centre
for women — the only one of its kind
in New Zealand.
I think the final thing to remember when looking at
penal systems in the United States in coinpaiison with
this country is that there are three kinds o f prisons Federal prisons, State prisons and County gaols. They
are administered by a m ultitude o f authorities and it
is possible therefore to see in the United States
implementation o f the very best progressive penal ideas
alongside the very worst.

TJ

I believe that liberal minded people, as well as pressing
fo r humane and just treatment o f people already inside
prisons should be looking hard at the necessity and
desirability o f locking people up at all for long periods.
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Probably there will always be people who because they
constitute a substantial menace to other members o f
our society w ill need to be segregated and kept under
supervision. For the very many who do not come into
this category we should be looking at and pressing for
alternative means o f dealing with them.

continued on page 3 0
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The Yellow
Paper?
How much will traditional
sex-roles be challenged
by the proposals in the report
of the Select Committee on
Women's Right. Is the Report
an enlightened document or
will it reinforce the status quo.
PHILLIDA BUNKLE analyses
just what the Report means.

an approach would, we believe, defeat the purpose
o f the recommendations we have made in this
report in so far as it would permit indefinitely
the retention and exposition o f social attitudes
which we have found to be quite out o f step
with the whole notion o f equality, (p.97)

Review o f the Report o f the Select Committee bn
Women’s Rights, June 1975.
TH E ROLE O F W OMEN IN NEW Z E A L A N D SOCIETY.

Government Printer, Wellington, 1975. 75 cents.

I couldn’t believe it. Had the parliamentary Select
Committee on Women’s Rights actually been list
ening. The Committee’s Report, entitled The Role
of Women in New Zealand Society, is the first
official document to adopt basic feminist premis
es. Most importantly The Report accepted the
argument that women’s inferiority reflects the
process of socialisation to which we have been
subjected, not our inherent ‘nature’. The tone
of theReportis noticeably different from previous
official pronouncements because it does not
blame women for their oppression. There are no
apologies or suggestions that this is what women
‘really’ want. For example, the Employers Fed
eration put forward the usual argument that wo
men lack motivation. The Committee accepted
the evidence for low achievement motivation,
not as an excuse but as a symptom of discrimina
tion and therefore as a problem to be overcome,
(pp 14-15). Equally important, the Committee
emphatically rejected the excuse that women’s
maternal function justifies inferior status or rest
ricted opportunities.
1A s I read the Report I kept asking myself if the com m itt
ee members, especially Holland and Young, the National
MP’s who rarely bothered to turn up fo r the hearings,
really understood what they were endorsing. But how
ever dumb MP’s may be,, they do know what they are
doing when it comes to signing political documents.
Their concurrence should make us suspect that the
Report is safer than it at first looks. And it is, after all,
just good intentions not a revolutionary document.
Intentions are not a programme, and recommendations are
not action. The Committee had the d iffic u lt task o f
translating analysis into feasible action, and while they
adopted many o f our ideas, the Report is stronger in
argument than in recommendations. And the fact re
mains that it is very vague about enforcement; and
enforcement w ill ultim ately be the key to its effect
iveness.
The Committee certainly accepted the necessity fo r leg
islative enforcement.
Much o f our law has developed from the basis
o f the paternalism and consequent protective
attitude towards the female sex which charact
erised Victorian society and as such has the intent
ion or the effect o f relegating women to a position
o f dependence.
As a matter o f principle, the committee can see
no good reason, nor was such a reason brought
to our notice, why these circumstances should
continue. We do not accept the argument put
forward in some submissions that equality should
be achieved as a gradual voluntary process. Such

Their recognition that while women remain powerless, no
automatic progress toward equality will be made is
im portant (p. 19). But we must ask whether the legis
lation they recommend is strong enough to work and
whether it w ill be implemented at all. For example, in
the excellent critical examination o f the Equal Pay Act,
the Committee recognised that even apart from inadequ
acies in enforcing it, the A ct cannot remedy the sexual
classification o f jobs which is the root cause o f economic
discrimination, (p20). The Committee was strong in its
condemnation o f this pattern o f job segregation.
It is unacceptable to apply generalisations such
as high turnover, emotional instability, and
physical weakness, which cannot be scientific
ally supported, to discriminate against women
in job openings or promotion prospects, (p. 30) .
The only specific suggestion to eliminate this wholesale
job segregation was however the prohibition o f sex
classified job ads. While this is greatly welcomed, and
w ill have considerable psychological impact, it is quite
insufficient to change the deeply entrenched sexist struc
ture o f industry as a whole.
This is one instance o f the overall failure to suggest effec
tive methods o f dealing with IN STITU TIO N A L sexism.
Also typical o f this weakness is the failure to tackle
government agencies. The Committee asked Government
departments to prepare reports on the status o f their
women employees. Naturally the bureaucrats didn’t go
out o f their way to condemn themselves with the result
that they get o ff with a pat on the back. The Report
does make many suggestions that could improve the
position o f women in the public service, such as the
excellent idea o f giving credit fo r experience in volun
tary work in rating new employees. These institutions
have however been discriminating against women for
years, sexism is deeply entrenched in their structure and
asking the bosses to be good boys in future isn’t going to
change much. The Report recommends that the Civil
Service Commission (P.30) review the position o f
women employed by the government and find ways to
rectify such discrimination as they find. This is a good
alternative to fighting discrimination case by case, but
w ithout enforcement mechanisms such polite requests
are useless even i f well intended. What we need are
not pleas to the Civil Service Commission to mend their
ways, but enforcement o f a comprehensive policy o f
equality throughout all the institutions receiving public
funds, from Broadcasting to the Forestry Service.
One example o f the d iffic u lty o f eliminating wholesale
sexism will suffice. One o f the most practical suggestions
for concrete action was the removal o f sex role stereo
types from children’s readers. The Education Depart
ment was asked to comment on the submissions critical
o f the sexism pervading school readers. The Department
explained that one notorious series had been intro
duced in the 1950’s to overcome “ a general mildness
o f tone in the infant school. The new series attempted
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to make compensatory appeal to boys, introducing a
more robust atmosphere into many stories which
would involve a greater number o f boys, or at least male
characters. In short the books were products, in part,
o f the times in which they were w ritten .” (52). More
im portantly the Department,went on to say, “ children
must be able to establish a personal identity in line with
values accepted by contemporary society” , (p.52). The
Committee was highly critical o f this reply, but the
belief that it is the duty o f professional educators to
teach (enforce) conform ity to sexist standards in the
name o f adjustment is the fundamental rationale o f our
repressive educational institutions, and they w ill not
abandon it just because it is unreasonable.

are to be overcome, and we may be sure that thev will
not become more clear in the legislative process. The
Committee is indeed in a bind; i f it did spell out what
was necessary to implement “ comprehensive” legislative
action there would be no doubt that it would be unacc
eptable to the m ajority o f legislators, yet i f it is not
specific about enforcement procedures, weak legislation
w ill result.
There is however a more crucial ambiguity in the Report.
Ultimately the Committee avoided the issue o f the
relationship between the traditional sacred fam ily unit
and the liberation o f women.
Many submissions commented, fo r example,
that the provision o f equal opportunity in
employment and training w ill naturally not
be taken up if women continue to carry the
prime responsibility fo r care o f the home
and the family, w itho ut the facilities to pro
vide satisfactory alternative care during
working hours. As indicated in several parts
o f our report, we believe that it is equally
im portant to adopt a comprehensive approach
to ensure that women who choose to be fu ll
time mothers and home-makers are not there
by disadvantaged. The vital role o f the
fam ily in our society must be recognised in
practice as well as in principle, and we stress
the importance o f matching equal rights in
education, employment and public life with
measures to enhance the status o f women in
the home.(p.103).

In the recommendations to government agencies the
Committee is faced with the problem o f the passive
resistance o f the Civil Service class. The men who run
the administration are, w ith some despised exceptions,
Tories whose self interest is opposed to radical change:
or indeed, any, social change. Living com fortably in
Khandallah, enjoying the fruits o f sexual exploitation
in their own households, they are not about to relinquish
the services o f their wives in the production o f sausages
on sticks just because their sort o f attitudes injure others.
The Education Department isn’t as conservative as the
Department o f Social Welfare, which is dominated by
pseudo-scientific thinking about the sacred fam ily unit,
but this doesn’t mean that change in education is in
sight. The Department has a new Head but he is no
mote sympathetic to women than his predecessor, or
any other bureaucrat. While in Jamaica last year repres
enting New Zealand at an international conference, he
spoke against making the terms o f Commonwealth
Scholarships tru ly equal fo r women. We cannot expect
voluntary change from such a class or the institutions
they control. The Civil Service isn’t going to change
its ingrained sexist stance just because some Report
says they should.

The Report argues very strongly fo r the extension o f
day care facilities on three grounds: existing need, special
cases e.g. where the fam ily fails to cope, and the need for
a choice fo r A L L women. This is the first time that the
benefits o f day care to women have found a place in
official reasoning, but while we would all applaud this
move, it is in fact a form ula which avoids resolving the
clash o f assumptions about the value o f the fam ily and its
relation to the State.

One welcome exception to this lack o f concrete enforce
ment provisions is the proposed legislation giving all
women workers the right to paid maternity leave, with
guaranteed reemployment w ithout loss o f seniority.
Here the committee was quite unequivocal in recog
nising that i f women’s biology is not to be used to
justify discrimination, then legislation guaranteeing their
rights w ill be necessary, because women do not have-the
collective power to negotiate these im portant provisions
fo r themselves.

The Committee continually argues that action against
discrimination in the public sphere must be accompanied
by enhancement o f the status o f women’s familial role,
if a choice is to be genuinely open. They stress through
out the Report that moves toward equal opportunity
are n o t‘intended to threaten the primacy o f the fam ily
or women’s place w ithin it.
The committee emphasises that the creation
o f equal opportunity fo r women must not
exclude the area o f domestic responsibility,
the improved status o f which is essential if
it is to continue to be a viable alternative to
activities outside the home, (p.65).

In the structure proposed by the Report the enforce- ment o f anti-discriminatory legislation is to be under
taken by some sort o f Civil Rights or Equal O pportunity
Commission. This commission is envisaged as similar
to the Race Relations Board. The intention seems to be
that this commission would have the power to act
against institutional sexism, but it is never made clear
HOW this is to be done. The Race Relations Board is
hardly a precedent fo r effective action. It is only
partially successful I in dealing with even individual cases
o f racial prejudice, largely because the onus is on the
complainant to prove that the abuse was motivated by
racial prejudice. Such provisions w ill be as useless to
prevent sexism as they have been against racism, but the
Report gives no idea how these enforcement difficulties

The moves toward considering the idea o f a m other’s
wage are intended to demonstrate this lack o f antagonism.
There are three possible approaches the committee could
have adopted toward the issue o f motherhood and the
family:
(i) To support the motherhood role, as in the prop
osed “ wage fo r mothers” (which will clearly reinforce
women’s traditional role).
(ii) fo r the State to assume the responsibility fo r the
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children can be recognised as work w ithout challenging
the family. The Report tries to avoid the co nflict bet
ween reinforcing the traditional fam ily role and the
promotion o f economic and social equality by putting
the choice ONTO US. We have to decide whether family
u p lift is really a corollary o f efforts against discrimination.

provision o f child care, (which involves the thorny prob
lem o f State incentives to reproduction).
(iii)
To make changes in the institutional structure
which would enable men to assume an equal share o f the
burden, as in the Swedish model (which is probably too
radical a threat to the male status quo to be politically
viable in this country).

The Report leaves us with the vital ideological quest
ion which feminists can no longer ignore - do
we really want more state paternalism in favour o f our
traditional fam ily role? Clarification o f this vital issue
w ill undoubtedly reveal fundamental differences between
women who consider themselves feminists, but clarity
is going to be very important if we are not going to find
■ourselves taking one step forward and two steps back.

In advocating that the idea o f a wage fo r mothers be
examined by an interdepartmental committee the Report
opted mainly fo r the first alternative. The Committee
made it quite clear that the wage would not be a
contribution by the State to the cost o f keeping child
ren, but would be a reward available only to the “ fu ll
time mothers” , as a practical means o f giving “ active
recognition o f the importance o f the fam ily role.” (90).
The wage for mothers is the one way that caring for

Phillida Bunkle

Everything
Remains The Same
"The Report embodies little real encouragement for roje-sharing
and several times gives explicit endorsement to a contribution of
women's traditional motherhood role." JULIE THOMPSON
examines the Report's attitudes to women in the home and the
payment of a motherhood benefit.
endation was that
“ An inter-departmental committee be set up to
examine the implications o f giving proper
recognition and support to persons with fu ll
time fam ily responsibilities by means o f a
monetary allowance paid by the S tate.... ”

There has been little reaction to the report and what has
been, acknowledges that i f the Committee’s recommend
ations are legislated upon, N.Z. will have the most
advanced anti-discriminatory laws in the Western World.
Certainly the comm ittee’s recommendations are stronge-s-:
. . . . .
“ Legislation be introduced to prohibit discrim
ination against any person by reason o f sex and
howsoever arising, such legislation to provide the
means fo r (a)eliminating sex discrimination and
removing existing legal disability, (b) prescribing
sanctions against discriminatory practices, and
(c) establishing machinery fo r enforcement pro
cedures, to function also as a means o f inform ing
and educating, the public on the implications o f
the principle o f equality as embodied in the
A ct.” (p 102).

(P.85)
I will further consider this question.
“ The committee sees as an essential element in future
social developments the fostering o f the concept o f
partnership in marriage, and agrees that with the fam
ily the schools must play a large part in encouraging
an early orientation towards role sharing. However
much the scope fo r more varied opportunities is wid
ened, many women will continue to choose the family
role, but will increasingly expect that this role will be
one o f equal partnership.” (p 73)

However, despite evidence and discussion on the low stat
us and the disadvantaged position o f N.Z. women, and an
emphasis on giving women role choice, the Report
embodies little real encouragement fo r role sharing and
several times gives explicit endorsement to a continuation
o f women’s traditional motherhood role. The Report
does not face the question o f how the inherently disad
vantaged position o f full-tim e homemaker can satisfact
orily be given “ upgraded status” , except through some
system o f payment. The complex question.of payment
fo r dependent minders was considered, and the recomm

However, the report omits to give women a weapon with
which to enforce this expectation. Rather it gives
support to the still widely held belief that the role is
woman’s alone.
“ ...now, as can be expected in the future, most
women spend some portion o f their lives as
housewives and mothers. The committee
believes... that the fam ily system will remain
the structural basis on New Zealand society
whether in the form o f the nuclear family
or in other fam ily types which are now em-
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erging. Thus, regardless o f opportunities offering
elsewhere, the choice to undertake fam ily com
mittments, will remain ...” (p65)
and further
“ N ot only is it still widely accepted that woman’s
primary function is that o f housewife and mother
...” (P65)
The report acknowledges the higher incidence o f mental
breakdown amongst married women in N.Z. than mar
ried men and realises that this is related to
“ depression caused by pressures o f domestic and
social conditions on women, particularly those
fu lly engaged in the home ...” (p78)
It quotes one study in which, one-fifth o f the women
interviewed fe lt depression had been a problem at some
time (2) and another which “ found 44% o f married
women were unhappy; 40% o f mothers were dissatisfied
with mundane tasks involved in childbearing; 20% were
depressed, and 10% were lonely.” (3). Despite this
recognition that there is something wrong with the role
o f women today, the report does not fu lly analyse
what this would be.
It does not examine the possibility That the work women do in the home is shitwork.
While it assumes that it is true only that:
the prevalent attitude toward the work women do
in the home is that it is shitwork, which .presumes
we need only change the attitude not the condit
ions o f the work itself.
It was submitted to the Committee that
“ Males are claimed to be capable o f many things,
females o f a few restricted things only. This is in
Itself derogatory o f females, but even more so is
the accompanying belief that whatever males do is
o f greater value and more prestigious than what
females do ...” (p.72).
The report comments that
“ !.. there are essentially two aspects o f the status
o f women on which an educational influence could
be brought to bear, on the one hand the assoc
iation o f domestic responsibilities merit less esteem
than traditionally male activities.” (4)
While certainly not doubting the prejudicial and erron
eous nature o f the belief outlined on page 72 it would
appear that the attitude toward the housewife’s role is
not altogether w ithout substance. Many women find
their home role repetitive, unsatisfying, only minim
ally stimulating and lacking contact with most structures
o f society especially the power structures. The Report
advocates the establishment o f Community Centres to
overcome the housewives’ isolation but the problem o f
homogeneity arises. Women in housewife positions
can bring little stimulation to the lives o f similar others.
There is, too, evidence that women do not join clubs
or organisations so women would not avail themselves
o f any benefits from comm unity centres (5).
Forty-four per cent o f women in the Ritchie study were
dissatisfied and tired with motherhood and any exten
sion o f that role.
The role o f housewife may well be inherently unattract
ive. The role needs to be analysed into its separate
components o f childbearing, childrearing and housework
(cooking, cleaning, ironing, shopping etc). Juliet
Mitchell notes (6) that the biological function o f matern
ity has been held responsible fo r the “ so-called stability
and omnipresence o f the family. From this follows
women’s social subordination - however emphasised as
an honourable but different role -... The causal chain
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then goes: maternity, family, absence from production
and public life, sexual inequality...women’s role in the
fam ily ... partakes o f three quite different structures:
reproduction, sexuality and the socialisation o f children” .
She believes that to release women from their oppression
this chain has to be broken. She writes “ The present
situation is then one in which the qualitative importance
o f socialisation during the early years o f the c h ild ’s life
has acquired a much greater significance than in the
past - while the quantative amount o f a mother’s life
spent either in gestation or child-rearing has greatly
diminished. It follows that socialisation cannot simply
be elevated to the woman’s new maternal vocation.
Used as a mystique, it becomes a new instrument o f
oppression. Moreover, there is no inherent reason why
the biological and social mother should coincide” (7).
And this, I feel, raises a major point o f weakness in this
report. Despite some recommendations aimed at
changing male and female attitudes to domestic work,
quoted above, women’s rightful place as rearers o f the
nation, in addition to its bearers, is endorsed. This is
e xplicitly advocated. The committee feels that a three
month period o f maternity leave with the provision fo r
longer leave in the case o f childbirth complications is
desirable. This is good. One would then expect that
since role sharing is what we are concerned with ( if we
are serious about “ raising the status o f women” in New
Zealand), and since responsibility fo r child-rearing is
responsible fo r women’s oppression, then we would
legislate fo r identical leave fo r fathers. Instead, it is
suggested that paternity “ leave o f say 1 week might be
provided w ith a social security benefit payable at a
level o f the existing sickness benefit” (p24).
The Report then states,
“ that the proportion o f men who would avail themselves o f such a fa cility might be small” (p 24).
This is hardly to be wondered at when one considers the
impossibility o f a young family, heavy with mortgage
commitments, reducing its income to $27 a week.
And further,
“ while the introduction o f paid paternity leave may
be a desirable social development, the committee does
not favour measures which might diminish or destroy
the value o f personal relationships and co-operation
in New Zealand society. We would therefore see its
purpose as providing a feasible alternative when other
arrangements are not possible.” (p. 24)
This area is a vital one where the committee had a respon
sibility to recommend both maternity and paternity bene
fits fo r a period, followed by the option o f continued
maternity or paternity leave.
Much o f the Report, to the credit o f the committee,
emphasises that women and men ....... choice but here
the choice element is missing

The assumption that a woman’s place is to.rear the child
for at least 2% but preferably 6 years, is e xplicitly stated.
The report further endorses women’s secondary im port
ance in this society, despite its claims to do the opposite
in the sections on wages fo r mothers, accident compensa
tion, and superannuation. While the committee made no
direct recommendations on the nature o f payment for
homemakers, it discussed the ideas. A t various points in
the report a neutral vocabulary is used, e.g. homemakers,
but in general there is explicit recognition o f just whom
we will expect to receive the “ monetary allowance”

“ ....women who wish to remain with young children..”
(p 66)
and
“ payment o f mother’s wages to women who....” (p 67)
A wage fo r mothers was discussed because
“ .......it would allow the extension to mothers o f an
earned income paid fo r performing a work role, on
the same basis as other members o f the work force..,.!
The view that mothers are not part o f the workforce
needs to be dropped.....until mothers are part o f the
economic workforce the importance o f their job....
will not be realised” (p 66). What is then discussed is
in terms o f an allowance.
It was submitted to the Committee that
“ because the wage could be little more than a token
sum it would be an unrealistically low reward fo r the
homemakers’ services and as such would have a nega
tive effect on the status o f women in the home while perpetuating the traditional concept o f women
at home being financial dependents” (p 67)
Unless incentives are offered to men to remain in the
home, they w ill not do so. In any other field e.g. business,
in which new or additional activity is desired, incentives
are offered. Why not in this case ?
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Provision
“ fo r non-earners more particularly fo r housewives who
comprise the m ajority o f non-earners, w ithin the Acc
dent Compensation and New Zealand Superannuation
schemes” (p 68) was suggested.
The report comments, "We were particularly concerned
at the evidence o f social injustice towards full-tim e home
makers fo r which there can be no ju s tific a tio n .....and
which reflects detrimentally on the status o f all women”
(p 65).
And further that they wished to give financial benefit
which would serve “ as positive recognition (to the house
wife) fo r a service whose benefits extend beyond the
fam ily to the nation as a whole” (p 67).
f

In keeping with society’s attitude towards women’s work
“ as essential (but) nevertheless regarded as valueless’,’
one possibility o f payment considered is an alternative to
direct cash in the hand.(which would give a woman some
power and alleviate her dependency status). It is proposed
that a State contribution be paid on behalf o f women in
fu ll time domesticity to the N.Z. Superannuation Scheme
“ Contributions could be related to a woman’s income
at the time o f her departure from the workforce, or

to a common national wage” (p 70). Since the average
age o f childbearing in N.Z. is early 20’s, a woman has
not progressed very far in her career, if in fact she has
begun earning at all ( if a student) so the level o f con
tribu tion paid on her behalf would be a minimum.
There is, however, a suggestion that “ there might be
an escalation o f contributions in accordance with
expected prom otion” (p 70).
In addition it was suggested that the recommendation o f
the Woodhouse Report o f “ a flat-rate amount equivalent
to the m inimum fo r earners should be paid to non-earners,
including housewives, who s u ffe r.... as a result o f
accident” (p 69) Such a minimum amount is hardly likely
to “ raise the status” o f any woman.
The Report, is not the visionary document idealists
might have wished for, it is a liberal document almost
unhoped fo r by realists. It may go some way toward

giving women a more equal place in the present system
but more constructive would have been a plan o f
action, designed to achieve real sexual equality in
several well defined steps and the demonstration o f a
genuine desire fo r a society in which true role sharing
is accepted.
(1)
All references unless otherwise stated are to the Report
of the Select Committee on Women's Rights "The Role of
Women in N.Z. Society" June 1975.
(2)
Society for Research on Women "Urban Women 1973"
(3)
Ritchie, J. & J., 1970 Childrearing Patterns in N.Z.
A.H. Reed, Wellington, p. 26.
(4)
ibid p. 72
(5)
Ritchie, J. & J., 1973 "Proper Kiwi Mate" in Webb &
Collette (Eds) New Zealand Society - Contemporary Perspectives.
Wiley & Sons p. 82 - 89 (p 86)
(6)
Mitchell, J., 1971 Women's Estate Penguin Books Ltd.
p 10 6-1 07
(7)
ibid p .1 1 9
I

Eve Bourke
Continued from Page 2 3
If we have to live with a society that demands
incarceration as the penalty fo r offending perhaps we
should also be looking at the possibility o f having
numbers o f small institutions instead o f a few large
ones - remember that the only prison in New Zealand
fo r women who are serving long sentences is in
Christchurch.
For.some time now thinking on penal policy in
New Zealand has been moving away from the idea
o f imprisonment as a desirable means o f treating
offenders and towards alternative methods, hence the
proliferation o f Periodic Detention Centres in this
country and the expansion o f the Probation Service.
However all governments must be conscious o f the
economics o f any form o f penal treatment and the
public response to any change. Sending people to
prison still seeems to most o f the New Zealand people

the most effective way o f dealing with offenders and it
w ill take a lo t o f education to change this attitude.
As regards the treatment o f women w ithin the penal
system o f New Zealand some good things are happening.
It would be interesting to see a Broadsheet article
on Christchurch Women’s Prison where, given my
expressed reservations about the value o f imprison
ment, an enlightened programme is under way. A t
Arohata Borstal girls are now kept for much shorter
periods and are going out to employment on workrelease programmes.
I believe Broadsheet readers could help in at least two
ways. First by giving support and friendship to any
women they know who have offended and secondly
by letting the legislators know that they believe that
there are better ways o f helping offenders adjust to
society than locking them away from society.

W OM EN A N D T H E LA W IN NEW Z E A L A N D

DOCTOR DUNCAN
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BOOKSHOP
GAY LIBERATION
BOOKSFRV ICE

COOPERATIVE NON-PROFIT
FEMINIST & GAY LIBERATION RESOURCES
Non-sexist & quality homosexual literature.
Box 12, Nth Adelaide,
Sth. Australia 5006. FREE CATALOGUE,
m onthly Booknews $4.00 p.a. surface.”

edited by Kaye Turner and Pauline Vaver
published by Hicks Smith & Sons Ltd
This is the first, factual practical reference book for
New Zealand women in their everyday activities.
The authors have given a clear guide in layperson’s
language to the law as it relates to women and their
rights dr Jack o f rights in this country.
..-.It Is available from your usual
bookseller at $3.60.

Saturday 13th, Sunday 14th September Trades Hall
A N.O.W. sponsored Women’s Health Seminar,
in combination with W.E.A., P.S.A. and trade unions,
dealing with all aspects of women’s health, including
Polynesian health, industrial health, training schemes
and career opportunities for women in the health
service, and aspects of “ A Health Service for New Zea
land” - often called White Paper on Health. More
details later.

MASTECTOMY
W hat Comes A fter
In our January issue JOAN SIM M O N S wrote
about her feelings in facing breast cancerand the
subsequent surgery. Eight months later she tells
us about her experiences since then and what
she has found about new techniques in coping
with the aftermath of mastectomy.

Ever since I wrote “ Diary o f a Moment with Breast
Cancer” , people have been asking me what had happen
ed since. How did I cope and what problems came
up after the initial recovery? Well, basically life went
on as it did before it was so nastily interrupted, but
here I am again anyway, to give you some idea o f
what problems and thoughts I did have.

A fter I recovered, how did I feel? Ignorant. I knew
a lo t about mastectomies but little about what came
after. Most women are told by their surgeon, “ Let
me know if you have any aches or pains ” and go
home with good wishes and an appointment card for
the next check-up. But that didn’t satisfy me. Most
women I ’ve met think “ the cancer has been removed
and now I’ m back to normal.” A few think, “ I ’ve
got cancer and w ill probably die before my 5 years
is up.” (One is presumed safe if recurrence does not
occur w ithin five years). I fell in the middle. Cancer,
I know is not known to be curable by surgery until
years have passed. And what aches and pains was I
supposed to have anyway? So, while I recouperated,
I found out about the more advanced stages o f cancer.
Macabre, you might say and you may be right. But
I had to know where it might recur and how I
would notice it showing up so that I could move
fast if it did.

I recovered very quickly from the actual operation
which was free o f pain and complications, and had
some o f the stitches removed one week after surgery
and the rest a few days later. I began physiotherapy
as an outpatient before they were all o u t I was very
active at home but still had problems. Periodically
I would feel a “ pinging” sensation in my shoulder or
chest and voila! a new range o f movement would
instantly be possible, but residual pain and certain
muscular combinations would not loosen up. This
was one thing I discovered the hard way. Physio
therapy should begin from 2 days after the operation
with physiotherapist guidance and should include the
standard wall-climbing, reaching and stretching
exercises. Unless there are surgical complications,
every day that these exercises are not done will
markedly delay your recovery' to normality. Whether
or not you receive the benefit o f physiotherapy
depends on your surgeon, which hospital you are in
and whether or not you request it, if it is not already
forthcoming from these sources.

Recurrence o f cancer from breast cancer generally occurs
in the liver or spine (these are highly nutritious areas
fo r the voraciously hungry cancer cells), the ovaries
or the lungs. Mctastases get there through the blood
and lymphatic systems and have a hell of a time growing
w ithout showing any symptoms. A ll the books said
that by the time a patient feels pain in these areas,
tum our growth wouid be advanced Great!!! How
could I move fast and insist on fast treatment when
I wouldn’t know what was going on until well past
the early stages? Only by being ultra-sensitive to my
body functions, I decided would I come close enough
to matter. How would I do this? Hopefully, by
paying close attention to changes in my body funct
ioning, being more sensitive to what was normally
me and being more aware o f the needs o f my body
for rest, diet, and by changing the bad habits I had
developed o f pushing myself and, i f tired, o f just
pushing a little harder.

Basically physiotherapy is daily total use o f the total
availability o f movement possible; in other words,
move it until it hurts but not past the point o f hurting.
A muscle’s action will not improve from inactivity;
it needs to be worked to be healthy. The kind o f arm
or shoulder stiffness a mastectomy patient w ill have
depends totally on the type of surgery she has and her
physiotherapy afterwards. My problems were minor
but several and handicapping nonetheless.
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I also decided to become very selfish and take advan
tage o f what I had while I had it. I am still l?eing
selfish. I f I want, I do, and as a result, if crossed, I
am a b it d iffic u lt to live with. Luckily, my husband
understands and has patience enough to see me through
this and does not act like many o f my friends who
expect me to be the same 100% me and to be good.
Like most women, so much o f what I had done was
fitted in and adjusted to everyone else’s needs. There
are times now when I recognize no needs but my
own.

Another thing I tried to investigate was why breast
prostheses are unavailable on social security. I' think
one simple fact explains this. A breast prosthesis is
the one thing which will not be used by men and it
is men who make the rules.
Mr McGuigan disagrees
with me, but can offer me no other rational explan
ation except that they are not functional as legs,
hands, etc. Wigs are not physically functional for
women yet they are supplied on loan from hospitals
and are available in cases o f financial hardship on
social security. Teeth only are covered by the
accident compensation scheme and yet they are very
functional as w ithout them m alnutrition may <\ >uli.
Wigs are cosmetic given fo r psychological reasons as
may be artificial ears. Bruast prostheses ARE fu nct
ional and necessary fo r many women to appear normal
and to f it clothes designed fo r Asymmetrical bodies.
There seems to be no list o f what is functional and
covered and not functional and not covered. This
seems to be arbitrarily decided by government and
hospital boards and if you can’t afford it, you may
have to do w ithout. Breast prostheses may cost up
to $25 each depending on which type you require.
The stigma o f cancer is removable by norm ality o f
appearance - breast prostheses ARE functional.

Which leads indirectly to another point. I have every
reason to believe that my particular cancer - and
others have suggested to me the sim ilarity in their ~
cases - was stress induced. Now stressors are funny
things. Being deleriously happy is a stressor; so is
being extremely upset. The crunch comes when you’ve
too many stressors working fo r too long at levels too
consistently high. Add one or two or three big or
even little ones at a critical time and maybe your
body w on’t cope. The straw breaks - the hormones
go screwy - the immunological system breaks down you go out o f your head or something else happens.
Nobody really knows. But I know the stresses I was
under fo r several months (especially the critical six
weeks o f tum our development and attempted
spread) make me f it the stressor pattern.

My head still thought I had a
breast there. It itched.
The nipple kept itching.
Phantom limb pain it's called
I had a phantom breast.

I have every reason to
believe that my particular
cancer — and others have
suggested to me the
similarity in their cases —
was stress induced.

Adaptation to a breast prosthesis was funnily sad fo r
me. I generally do w ithout false accoutrements to
my anatomy: take me as I am or miss out on the
pleasure. But in this bust-conscious world, cleavages
jump out at you wherever you look and even enter
your home unwanted via TV. Only one frock in my
entire wardrobe fits me normally now with my one
breast - I could not help but feel the loss. And people
stared. “ You W ILL get a prosthesis,” the physiother
apist said to me before he even examined my restricted
movements. It all added up. Psychologically I was
prepared to wear one but physiologically it took some
getting used to.

A couple o f p ilo t studies I ’ve read since I made this
pronouncement to my surgeon indicate the same
thing. They used psychological tests but were done
on tiny populations (15-20) and were experimentally
meaningless and inconclusive. Statistics accumulated
on certain lifestyles, however, are beginning to support
this. (Reader’s Digest March 1975). The UCLA
School o f Public Health,California study suggests that
em otionality and total lifestyle is implicated in the
Mormon’s and 7th Day Adventists m ortality rate o f
half that o f other cancer groups.
Breast cancer is considered to be hormone dependent;
The adrenals are a control factor in hormone funct
ioning; THE factor associated with psychological and
physiological stress studies with animals is the adrenals.
I think i t ’s a damned good possibility which needs to
be thought about a lot more, even in this land o f
slower paces. (Which I don’t think necessarily exist).

For one thing, my head still thought I had a breast
there. It itched. The nipple kept itching. Phantom
limb pain it is called. I had a phantom breast. When
I tried to wear my new $20 liquid filled, natural
looking and acting prosthesis, it fe lt like I had two
.on the same side! A fter a couple o f weeks this went
away but I still wasn’t comfortable and it was not
psychological!

For further inform ation on em otionality and breast
cancer see “ Can your Emotions Help you resist
Cancer?’’, March 1975, (American) Woman’s Day,
p.64 - Eda Le Shan. This article gives many other
research studies as supportive evidence.

Every time your arm touches your breast, you get at
least two messages to your head: (1) breast being
touched by arm, OK. From arm (2) arm touching
breast, OK. from breast. These are called priopercep-
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tive sensations and are constantly going on all over
your body - “ prio” because they constantly tell your
body where it is at so i t ’ll know what to do next and
"perceptive” because your body is noticing them even
though you don’t unless you think about them del
iberately Every time I touched my breast (fake) with
my arm, my head got (1) arm touching breast, OK
from arm; and (?.) pressure .n upper rib cage, not
OK - A LE R T * - danger to bread ng imminent! I
didn’t relax with it on fo r weeks. My body wouldn’t
let me. I finally conquered this by wearing my bra
with one empty side fo r a week, graduating to a full
day o f prosthesis wearing in another week,/but the
slightest awareness would send me o ff again. Now,
seven months later, with or w ithout I feel the same
and I don’t notice any change in weight, balance or
anything else. Larger breasted women do notice and
are decidedly o ff balance - the functional b it again.
They also may hav£ that shoulder rise quite a bit
from lack o f downward drag if they do not wear a
properly weighted replacement as a larger breast can
weigh between 16 and 40 oz.
I went home to the U.S. fo r a six week holiday after.
I ’d recouperated - alone as part o f my newly developed
selfishness. I did only what I wanted to do, visited
fam ily and friends I ’d not seen in almost 4 years and
researched cancer treatments and patient care while
I was there - fo r myself and to bring back to New
Zealand.
The chemotherapy acceptance controversy is happenf
ing there too. 1 read about Dr Fisher’s studies with
L-Pam (L phenylanine mustard) an oral anticancer
drug given fo r 5 days every 6 weeks for 2 years after
a mastectomy with axillary (underarm) lymph node
involvement to prevent recurrence. A fter 2 years, the
results indicated pre-menopausal women showed sig
nificant reduction o f recurrence rate- only 1-in-30
in one study compared to 11 out o f 37 after surgery
alone (The results fo r post-menopausal women are
not as good). The importance o f these post-operative
chemotherapy trials is to treat sub-clinical metastases
before they become clinically obvious and lethal.
They may be detectable with bone and liver scans at
this stage This is the way it looks things may be
headed. In New York C ity I met a couple o f women
who were on this type o f treatment. They wore
wigs but otherwise functioned normally as they shopped
for their prostheses. I ’ve not met anyone here on this
type o f therapy. Further studies by Dr Bernard Fisher
and associates o f the National Surgical Adjustment
Breast Project are using other drugs in combination
with L-Pam to make it more effective. Similar studies
are also being done in Italy. Chemotherapy studies are
so new you have to look them up in medical journals.
I wish I had a crystal ball that worked. I think o f
41
those women I met in that corset shop and wonder.
=
(See March 1975 Ms Magazine Pg 28 & 29 fo r a report
£
on this).
Is
u
In New York C ity I investigated the Reach-to-Recova>
ery programme begun by Therase Lasser and now incorporated into the Cancer Foundation programmes. She
Q
started by visiting patients after their operation, telling
y
them how they could appear normal again and giving
o
them woman-to-woman hints on how to adjust,
£
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where to shop etc. Nobody else would tell them.
When she visited Australia last year to help them
establish a programme, she attempted to come to New
Zealand as well and was smartly told that New Zea
land women did not need her or her programme.
So we are still w ithout a badly needed structured
programme for all mastectomy patients. Although there
is more o f a recognition o f the need and some work
,
is now being done by the Cancer Society here, it
is not being done enough or consistently and some
women are still being dropped like hot potatoes when
they ask after their operation, "W hat can I do how?”
The Cancer Society wishes to concentrate on the
early diagnosis o f female cancers but women are
living for quite a while now in a functional manner
with cancer and more needs to be done for them as
well. Woman pressure is beginning to convince them
and more needs to be applied.
The Memorial Hospital in New York Cit> d es a
large percentage o f that area’s operations and has
between 5 and 15 patients in its wards at a time (7*
10 day average stay). From 2 days post-op, they go
to a special room fo r 2 hours, 3 times weekly, to meet...
the other patients, a social worker, a nurse and tw o <
physiotherapists to get advice, physiotherapy and a
chance to talk about it woman to woman. I had the
opportunity to observe a session. As New Zealand is
so much smaller, something like this could be done
in conjunction with the Cancer Society by thê
hospital board after women leave the various' iiusp;
itals in the area - maybe once a week, so the women
who needed help could come to get it, to find out
what prostheses are w ithout embarrassment, to talk
about how to adjust. What I saw at Memorial through
their one way m irror convinced me. How I would
have loved the privilege to have this help when L

it again. She fe lt that while she was in a powerless
state they had done to her what they had intended to
do all along. She shook with helpless fury and deject
ion. Her chart agreed that a mastectomy had been
performed. It was not until the bandages were removed
to ascertain the cause o f bleeding that the staff
knew that a mastectomy had not been fu lly performed,
but only that one-third o f the breast and a good many
underarm lymph nodes had been removed. It caused
a great deal o f confusion and consternation amongst
the staff, who’d never seen anything like it before.

needed it. I ’ve more informative details about both
o f these programmes i f someone should want it.
Since I had my operation I ’ve met and talked to
women who were upset about the surgical procedures
that had been used on them; sorne bitter, some not
so bitter, but all convinced that women need to
teach each other as nobody else seemed w illing to
do so. Some were young. Most were older than
I. Some fe lt the breast prostheses rip -off was the
price a woman had to pay fo r having breasts and
losing one or two. Some thought, as I do, that taking
advantage o f women in this situation, economically
and emotionally, especially by women corsetiers,
saleswomen and sales representatives is hideous. And
I did see this happen, I ’m afraid. The tendency to
develop mastectomy wardrobes at high prices and to
push the highest priced prostheses, w ithout regard to
the woman’s needs, is evident here as well as in
New York City. A woman who’s had a mastectomy
is still a normal woman, with a slightly restricted
wardrobe maybe, sans cleavage definitely, but definitely
still all woman. Any e ffo rt to convince her she is
not or to avoid helping her to realize she is, is akin
to murder.

She had physiotherapy after the second day but dev
eloped complications with clotting and internal
bleeding. She had to stay the full two weeks in hosp
ital and progress with the physiotherapy was restricted.
A fter leaving hospital, she continued physiotherapy
as an outpatient in a North Shore hospital and again
found she was not given alternatives. Having lost a
great deal o f her arm movement, she was told that
she should be grateful fo r what she had and “ we
simply cannot help you as much as you’d like.”
Refusing to accept this, and as a breadwinner, she
could not afford to, she had to keep repeatedly
•reapplying fo r a piece o f paper entitling her to two
weeks more help. It took several months fo r her to
regain normal movement with only a minimum of
discomfort remaining. This mostly appeared when
she was tired.

A woman who's had a
mastectomy is still a normal
woman, with a slightly
restricted wardrobe maybe,
sans cleavage definitely,
but definitely still all woman.

A fter surgery and recovery, she refused to accept that
this elimination o f one-third o f her breast was a good
piece o f cosmetic surgery. She was not grateful.
Finally, the surgeon said in January “ We might be able
to build this side up.” It was discussed as a viable
alternative to the present situation and he agreed
that i f the body stayed clear o f cancer until May
(2 years from the time o f operation), this would be
done. They’d had many conversations about the
loss o f that one-third breast and the stigma which
resulted which had to be dealt with. She’d explained
over and over that the missing one-third breast WAS
a question o f management - that she had to manage
other people’s reactions to how she looked. And
that she didn’t like having to play the management
game every time she wore certain types o f clothes,
went to the baths or beach, slept with a man ...
people who knew looking and trying to guess which
side and if it showed. Believing that what you
project, is what is reflected back to you, she did
her best to project a normal appearance and persisted
in wearing her normal clothes in her normal fashion
in spite o f the fact that everything on one shoulder
slipped from the slight deform ity left there by
muscular effects. (Persistence and exercise
corrected this almost completely over a period of
six m onths.)

Someone else in Auckland who argued fo r minimal
surgery as I did was Emma. She had much less can
cer involvement than I had. It is generally considered
by surgeons that lumpectomy is not statistically
proven to be good enough i f there is lymph gland
involvement or even suspected lymph gland involve
ment. Emma did not accept this and insisted that all
possible alternatives be considered. She didn’t know
the statistics and didn’t care. She investigated the
possible alternatives as well as she could, including
naturopathy which has laid claim to some exceptional
results with cancer. As she was referred by her GP to
a surgeon who normally operates in the private sector
she had to wait three months till a bed was available
in a public hospital. She went to hospital but refused
to sign the blanket consent forms. She and her sur
geon came to an agreement about how fnuch o f the
breast would have to be removed, he drawing lines
on her body to show her exactly what she would be
left with. Satisfied, she agreed to surgery. It was
not really a lumpectomy but possibly a “ lobectom y”
as what he set about doing was to remove the section
o f the breast which contained the lump and associated
lymph nodes.

Finally the required breast prostheses were ordered
from the United States. On a Monday evening
she entered hospital and was in surgery the follow ing
morning. Prostheses in the plural because the surgeon
suggested that if she had one breast b u ilt up, it might
make it larger than the other normal one so suggested
doing them both to make them both the same. He

Coming to in the recovery room, the attending sister
whispered in her ear “ They’ve removed your breast
my dear.” When she came to again, the sifter icpeatcd
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lad problems with the scarring left from the previous
urgery. He was not a plastic surgeon, but a general
and vascular surgeon. This was probably his first
try. It was certainly the first the private hospital and
its staff had seen. She was constantly being hassled in
recovery. “ Can we see, please. Even in London
where I trained, I never saw anything like this done.”
All these people she didn’t know. “ Can we look?”

FOOTNOTE: It is generally agreed that at least one
year should be fu lly passed before cosmetic surgical
implants are done. This is fo r the wellbeing o f the
patient while recovering as well as ensuring that
recurrence o f cancer has not occurred in the
remaining breast tissue. More and more women are
demanding this consideration as a viable alternative.
It is IM PERATIVE that this alternative is considered
prior to the original surgery as there must be at least
enough skin le ft under which to place the implant.
Few surgeons w ill leave an empty fold o f skin hanging
there fo r no purpose. Many types o f breast surgery
leave the skin so taut that the scar itself has to stretch
to make up fo r missing skin. There is a great differ
ence between partial and whole mastectomy. This
alternative has to be considered before the original
surgery to get the best results.

There were times when she ran out o f patience. Like
when the anaesthetist commented how she would like
the results. “ From a man’s point o f view, they w ill
be very good, soft and natural feeling.” He was not
concerned about what she fe lt; but with what some
potential man might feel.

Why are breast prostheses
unavailable on social
security? It is the only
thing which will not be
used by men and it is men
who make the rules.

Cosmetic surgery must be performed in a private hosp
ital. Each prosthesis - a plastic bag to be filled with a
saline solution during surgery - cost Emma $130. On
top o f this the surgeon’s, anaesthetist’s and hospital
costs, brought the total to approximately $600. Was
it w orth.it? Emma says so. But is it really necessary
fo r a woman to have to fight fo r such alternatives fo r
two years before they are even consideied possible ?
They are possible and becoming real alternatives in
other countries. Why not here? Attitudes w ill change
only when women demand they be changed.
(For extra inform ation on breast implants, See
Rebuilding the Breast, pg 46-7, Time, April 14, 1975).

When asked if she did not feel that she’d taken a
risk, she replied that the risk was there in any
case; that surgery was not known to be a cure until
many years later. Surgery does not exclude recurrence.
The risk was mine to take. You are entitled to
enjoy normalcy fo r whatever time is left. I fought
for alternatives and got them. A t least I can fu lly
enjoy the normal bust I ’ve now got fo r as long as
w ill live with it.”

The Minister o f Health’s reply to Joan’s enquiry about
prostheses.
Dear Mrs Simmons,
I write in reply to your further letter o f 1 April concern
ing a health benefit fo r breast prostheses fo r women who
have undergone a mastectomy.

The first article joan wrote fo r us “ Diary o f a Moment
with Breast Cancer” is available in Broadsheet’s special.
Available at $1 a copy from 48 St Andrews Road,
Epsom, Auckland.

my earlier letter however, additional expenditure by
Government fo r this purpose cannot be considered apart
from other areas in the health field which are the subject
o f application fo r Government help. In the current situa
tion it is necessary to determine priorities.
You refer to your letter to other aspects concerning
breast forms, such as duty. Breast forms are imported
into this country from the U.S.A. and because o f their
function, Government has as a concession exempted
these items from both im port duty and sales tax.

The present position is that these items do not qualify
fo r the artificial aids benefit, as do hearing aids, artificial
limbs, permanent splints and wheelchairs. I assure you
that on no account is this on grounds o f sex discrimination
as suggested in your letter. The principal reason is that
You mention a figure o f $8,000 as the possible annual
a distinction has been drawn between two kinds o f pros
cost o f breast prostheses, but I would regard this as a
theses. On one hand are those which are functional, that
minimal estimate and related to new cases only. It makes
is they enable handicapped persons to be mobile, to do
no allowance at all fo r replacements, which would need
things fo r themselves, or in the case o f the deaf, to hear.
to be taken into account and could be appreciable.
In the other group are the non-functional or “ cosmetic”
prostheses, which includes breast forms.
I regret I am unable to give you a more promising and
firm indication o f Government help fo r this purpose at
present.
While drawing this distinction, it is recognised that fo r
women who have undergone surgery fo r a mastectomy
there are psychological and emotional factors and Govern
Yours sincerely,
(Sgd) Tom McGuigan
ment would like to be in a position to help with the cost
Minister o f Health
o f this and similar types o f prostheses. As explained in
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The Fem inist Eye
F IL M F E S T IV A L
Wedding in White

Iāls[ālāĒilā[§lsIālsIālē[BlslāSlā[ālā[āiā[ā[ālā

Canada 1972
Script and Direction : William
Fruet
Leading Players : Donald Pleasance, Carol Kane, Doris Petrie.
"Take It As A Man, Ma'am"
Denmark 1975
Producer : Use Haugaard
Direction and S c rip t: Mette Knudsen, Elisabeth Rygaard, Li Vilstrup.
Leading Players : Tove Maes, Alf
Lassen, Berthe Ovistgaard.

Because there wasn't a Broadsheet in
August I was able to go to a number
o f films in the Auckland Film Festival
and saw two which were of particular
interest to feminists.
The Canadian film 'Wedding in White',
while not having any explicit feminist
message was a horrifyingly accurate
depiction o f the inhuman results of
traditional attitudes towards women's
sexuality.
Set in late WW 2 Canada, the story
concerns the violation of the daughter
of a working class fam ily and the a ft
ermath. Jeannie (Carol Kane) is 16
years old with the type of fragile, sli
ghtly other w orldly beauty beloved of
the pre-Raphaelites. Innocent to a dan
gerous degree she is completely unable
to cope with the aggressive sexual ad
vances of the buddy her soldier broth
er brings home w ith him fo r a week
end's leave. She becomes pregnant;
Her parents on learning o f her predica
ment react brutally. Mother: (Doris
Petrie) "W hat you've done is f i l t h y .....
filth y !" Father; refusing to believe
that his son's friend could be respons
ible : " I t can't be - a soldier is a man
o f honour", and attempts to beat her
w ith his belt.

Jeannie is sensitively portrayed as the
bewildered victim o f society's mediae
val attitudes towards female sexuality.
She is to blame fo r what has happened
when ironically it is her very "good
ness" which has trapped her into her
vulnerable situation. The contrast bet
ween her inability to cope because of
her naivety and the ease w ith which
her more sophisticated friend handles
potentially explosive sexual situations
is e xplicitly made.
The father (Donald Pleasance) is a bri
lliant portrayal o f blind narrow-mind
edness and adulation o f masculine val
ues. The ugliness o f back-slapping male
conviviality which sometimes degener
ates into maudlin sentimentality or
futile aggressive outbursts was sickeningly accurate.
To save face and repair Jeannie's sull
ied honour she is married o ff to a
boozing, aged, bachelor, army mate of
her father's. Jeannie, still sold on the
romantic dream of wedding bells and
orange blossom, gets childlike pleasure
from the preparations fo r the wedding
and the second-hand white satin frock
her father buys fo r her. It all falls
apart when she is at last le ft alone a ft
er the wedding breakfast w ith her in
toxicated, red-faced, balding husband,
his beer belly bursting through his
army jacket. She is face to face with
her bleak future. Her grief stricken
face as she is led upstairs to the bridal
chamber (her own bedroom, its walls
decorated w ith pictures cut from film
magazines) by her leering husband w ill
haunt me fo r a long time.
While I realise the film would not have
wide general appeal, i f is a p ity it had
only one showing in Auckland, as it
warranted a longer stay and the R18
(for Festival patrons only) certificate
was inexplicable. The film was cert
ainly unpretty but only because it
insisted on total realism at all times.
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The film 's major point, to me, was
that while Jeannie was the most ob
vious victim, given pur rigid sex-roles
and the values considered important in
a male-dominated society,nobody wins.
We all dance to an insane tune.

I may have used a lot o f superlatives
already but no words could be too
much praise fo r the other festival film
'Take it as a man, Ma'am." I saw it
twice ! The film was originally slotted
fo r only one week-day screening but
after we had seen it the first time a lot
of women energy went into organis
ing pressure to get the film shown
again. It was rescreened on a Saturday
night at the end of the festival and was
a sell-out. With good reason !
Made by an all-woman Danish film
crew, 'Take it as a man. Ma'am' was
faultless from a feminist viewpoint,
sensitively acted and. powerfully pro
duced.
The story concerns Ellen Rasmussen
(Tove Maes) a middle-aged suburban
housewife who, now her children are
adult, spends her days dusting pot
plants, vacuuming and listening to
talk-back sessions on the radio. Just
what triggers o ff the realisation that
something is rotten is not fu lly ex
plained - maybe it is the very emptin
ess o f her life which provides the con
ditions, in allowing so much time to
think. She begins to notice more and
more how superflous she is to the
world, apart from as a coming home
place for her husband, where he can
recharge his batteries and return rest
ed, fed and cleaned to the capitalist
money-making merry-go-round. Once
she has contracted the malaise, she
degenerates fast. A plea fo r help; a
visit to the doctor; her malady is dia
gnosed as "the change", and tranquill
isers are prescribed 'to help her throu
gh the worst bits.' When her anguish

becomes unbearable, Ellen cracks, and
there follows her long fantasy of what
the world would be like if the sex-roles
were completely reversed.
The device is simple but is brilliantly
handled. Nothing is exaggerated. It is
played like it really is, and never de
generates into camp humour or farce.
The strip show is a perfect example of
this. In Ellen's topsy-turvey world, ur
bane, supremely self-confident middleaged women take their younger boy
friends out fo r a night on the town.
We see a visit to a strip club. An in
credibly handsome negro male appears
in the spot-light dressed in leather
cowboy gear. To typical strip music all bump and grind - he divests himself
of his clothing down to the last feath
er g-string. I nearly died laughing, es
pecially when the stripper, his muscles
rippling, slid down a wall with an ec
static look on his face. And again
when we were shown the audience of
women enthusiastically clapping,while
their male partners weakly clapped
with slightly sickened looks on their
faces.
I laughed and laughed, but laughter
was certainly not the main reaction to
the film . An interesting thing I noted
was that I was unable to laugh as
wholeheartedly when I attended the
second viewing with a male friend as I
did when I went the first time w ith a
group of women. I was apprehensive
that he might be threatened. So I
shook quietly, stifling great guffaws of
mirth which welled up inside me.
(Other women I knew who accompan
ied men had similar reactions.) Some
noticed that the laughter of the men
beside them was forced or that they
weren't laughing much. Identifying as
I did with the women in the film , I
felt that he would identify with the
men and feel demoralised, to which
discomfort I d id n 't want to add the
additional hurt o f my derisive laught
er.
My main reaction was one of immense
gratitude and relief that the women
who made the film had managed to be
so ideologically perfect w ithout com

promising in the slightest by pandering
to popular taste. That it can be done.
The message can be got across in an
undiluted form if women are able to
have the means to attempt it. Much
credit must go to the men who played
their changed roles’ w ithout becoming
too grotesque or pathetic. It must be
d iffic u lt for men to f it themselves into
women's skins - to have sufficient
comprehension of the feelings of the
oppressed group fo r them to identify
so well.
A t the first viewing I was outraged at
what is done to us, which was so gra
phically depicted in the role swap.
There was no solidarity among the
men; they were isolated in their homes
in the way they identified first with
the women in their lives. Because they
were in competition fo r one of the rul
ing class, they had no warm feelings
towards each other, no cameradie.
The subtle put-downs in the most con
ventional o f conversations and verbal
expressions became excruciatingly ob
vious. Never had it been clearer to me
* how objectified we become than in
the scene between the middle-aged
woman doctor and her male plaything.
She makes a sexual pass after their
night out on the town. " I don't really
feel in the m ood," he protests feebly.
" I'm worried about my father - he's
upset because my mother went o ff
with a younger man."
"H o w beautiful your eyes look when
you're sad." coos the doctor, chucking
him under the chin. I winced. His emo
tions were only valid to the extent
that they added to his attractions as a
. sex object. The status of the sexual
underdog was never more apparent.
There were delightful touches but
with a grim message. The staff of an
office block leaving the building at the
end of the day. The camera focuses on
their bags. All the women have smart
little leather brief cases - just big
enough to hold their papers. The men
trudge out with their kitbags and
shopping, knitting and raincoats (they

were biking and busing; the women
leapt into n ifty little VW's and Volvos)
What an amazing film . It was so good
and so true I wish every school child
in the country could see it.
Ellen comes to from her crack-up. Her
husband is there solicitously asking of
the doctor, what on earth could have
caused the breakdown. It happens to
women at this age, the doctor intones.
"B uy her a puppy. It often works
wonders in women of this age. It gives
them something to look after." The
audience hisses.
v

The rest of the film is concerned with
Ellen's slow battle to regain her self
esteem by retraining and going out to
work and by standing up to the man
agement of the firm where she works
in a show of women solidarity. Her
progress is not miraculous - in keeping
with the underplayed realism of the
film . The best Ellen can hope to get
in the way of a job is a clerical posi
tion, she experiences great d ifficu lty
getting any job because of her age and
in" the end gets the sack. But it is a
stronger and mentally healthier wo
man we see at the close of the film
than we saw at the beginning.
WW2 Canada or Denmark. Neither
seemed to differ too much from the
situation in New Zealand - all else
changes; sex roles seem to be nearly
universal and static.
It's a great pity both these films had
such brief showings, and I can't believe
that my tastes as so peculiar that they
didn't warrant a longer season. It is
particularly sad that films with this
sort of message and produced in such
a technically superior way w ill be res
tricted to film festival patrons.

Sandra Coney
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Send your contributions for the
Hogwash pages to Broadsheet,
•P.O. Box 47261, Auckland.
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L A D Y C A R E E R P O S IT IO N

Speculation is rife as to the identity of the
36-year-old lawyer who advertised in the
Press for an unattached girl w ith view to a
permanent relationship. Council members
are anxious to interview rejects.
—Canterbury District Law Society Bulletin.

.’HOTOGRAPHERS. Want a good reliable cam
era for a NON-PHOTOGRAPHER — your wife,
mother, eldest daughter etc. MINOLTA 400X,
126 cartridge film camera, no settings required,
foolproof exposure system.' EXCELLENT FOR
COLOUR PRINTS. A FREE CLING-TYPE
PHOTO ALBUM with camera. Only $45.45 at
WHIealey Satanrm, 3S0 Queen1Gl., Auckland.

Real e sta te a g en t, long e sta b 
lished, sem i-retired w ith top
connexions re q u ire s an assis
ta n t lady aged betw een 25-35
years. No o th e r staff. N’nml h e r o n e m iu rity th a t jaCe.
/ m u st have a ttra c tiv e appearI a dice, rpmtrrtty TtV dress, wf(K
sale s'a b ility . T raining w ill he
V ffiveft nT" suitable applicint.
plus a car and $75 w eekly
re ta in e r, plus p e rcen tag e of
com m ission. O pportunity to
gain big m oney, advance
m ent, tra v e l and experience
in dealing w ith exclusive
clients. Must be fre e to
tra v e l. U nless you have the
necessary qualifications and
a re am bitious and willing to
a d ap t as sole rep resen tativ e
a nd deputy, th is ad v ertise
m e n t w ill not apply to you.
T his is a c a re e r position fo r
a person w ithout obligations.
W rite fo r interview ,
P.O. Box 5757.
AUCKLAND.
All applications
tre a te d confidentially.

W hen your secretary
g o e s o n h o l id a y , let us
send you a carbon copy.

:* 1

Whatever your spcretaiv ran rln, we've got an SOS Girl
who can do it just as well. That's because every
SOS Girl is hand-picked and fine screened to match the job exactly
So when your secretary takes a holiday, we don't send a substitute.
We send an exact duplicate. Tiy us.

TEMPORARY
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Wellington
feminists
Following the Radical Feminist Caucus workshop
at the United Women’s Convention in June, a group has
formed in Wellington calling ourselves the “Wellington
Feminists”.
We have established an ambitious information cent
re, a sort of thought-exchange, information or referral
service etc for feminists who want to :(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

contact other women or groups in their own areas.
read, study, discuss, correspond about feminist
theory.
form cell-groups, women’s workshops.
prepare reports, statements, plans of action.

all this in preparation for the coming Radical Feminist
Caucus in November..
Therefore, we would like you as individuals or
groups to send us information on your particular focus
of interest within feminism, as the aim of the caucus is
to get committed feminists together to discuss aims and
problems of the feminist movement in New Zealand as
well as plan future action.
It is important to prepare for the forthcoming
caucus so that the caucus can be arranged in such a way
as to bring to light those areas that need further clarifica
tion and definition.
We have in our group a few women who have com
piled booklists and are willing to become book-hunters,
and will run a mail-order service for those having difficulty
obtaining books, especially in the country areas. So if you
wish to use this service get in touch with us.
We are compiling a list of groups, their activities
and political stance etc which could eventually become a
basis for a publication similar to “ Alternative pink pages”
(N.Z. edition), so please send us your herstory and detail
ed description of your group.

Judith Hay, Mayoress, on Wednesday July 10th. Present
were Mollie Clark, Anne Elstrob, Judy Waters, Elizabeth
Sewell, Sandi Hall, Dr Margaret Smith, Freda Cameron,
and Judith Hay. The consideration of the Christchurch
Town Hall as a venue is to be investigated, with a posable
date for the Anzac Day weekend of April 25, 1977. The
Convention is planned to last three days. On July 26th
there will be a meeting to select convenors and committee
heads for the Convention.

feminist writers
Short story writers concerned with feminist issues here’s your chance to get a hearing.
We have been collecting short stories and other writings
for use in school texts and resource materials. We have
the offer of a Commonwealth grant for a collection of
short stories for senior students, and are well under way
with the job.
We want material (with literary merit) showing women
and girls in a positive light as real people, not as shadowy
appendages of men. We want material which validates the
real achievements and experiences of women in their own
right, rather than their acquiescence and support of male
achievements. We also hope to get material showing wo
men and girls involved in and initiating different kinds of
challenging activities, not just standing admiringly by the
sidelines while men take all the limelight. We want mat
erial relevant to the needs of women and girls now. ,
Writers of all ages and stages are invited to send typewritt
en manuscripts with double spacing to :
Jan Craney and Esther Caldwell
60 Osborne Road
LANE COVE 2066, N.S.W.
Please include s.a.e.
Payment for work accepted will be on the usual royalties
basis.

artists
A group of women artists has been formed in Christchurch.

Write to Wellington Feminists, 333 The Terrace,
Wellington.
If in Wellington, visit us on Sundays at 3.00 p.m. or
phone 558781 (or 848781 after new telephone book is
issued. Evening) Or phone 40612 (Evening)

uwc 77
An initial meeting to discuss the activation of the con
vening committee for the United Women’s Convention to
be held in Christchurch in 1977 was he»d at the home of

1. TO BE A SUPPORTIVE GROUP
We will offer stimulus and encouragement to all women
artists.
2. TO BE AN ARTISTS’ GROUP
We are committed to art and will respect each other’s
integrity as artists. Remembering that we must have
freedom of expression we will also respect political acts
and have links with feminist and other women’s groups.
3. TO BE A COOPERATIVE GROUP
With group expansion we will work towards a centre

operated by women where talents may be shared, e.g.
musicians and writers working together ; where work
shops, concerts, recitals, exhibitions, readings, etc. may
be held.

visual arts are planned to be held in conjunction with
the film festival. Any organisation in the South Island
interested in these workshops is asked to contact Jill
Basher at the University of Canterbury Students’
Association, phone 487-069, Christchurch.

The Women’s Centre has become our meeting place and
this year we will hold exhibitions there ; members and
others are invited to bring examples of their work, part
icularly work which may not be shown or published else
where.

tribunal
A Tribunal on Crimes Against Women will be held in
Wellington on September 20.

So far we have more painters than writers, no composers.
As more women become aware of the group and aware of
the Centre we trust the imbalance will be rectified.
Apart from stimulation, confidence and consciousness
raising, group activities this year will encompass surveys
of representation of women in the arts, particularly
galleries and magazines, and the launching of a women’s
arts magazine, now in preparation. It will be called
SPIRAL and will be published by Herstory Press, Welling
ton. Contributions of poems, stories, articles (critical or
historical), graphics (drawings, cartoons, linocuts etc)
should be sent to SPIRAL, c/o Women’s Centre,
249 Kilmore St, Christchurch 1.
Heather McPherson
45 Dover St
Christchurch 1
Phone : 554-176

Organised by WONAAC, the Tribunal will consist of
supporters of a woman’s right to choose, and women
from all over the country will be called on to testify
against,the restrictions faced in controlling their
reproductive lives.
WONAAC has timed the Tribunal to ensure these particu
lar issues will be publicised during the election period. The
event will also commemorate the victory women won in
their struggle for the vote which was granted on Septemb
er 19,1893.
Testimonies from Women Needed

dunedin collective
The I.W.Y. steering committee in Dunedin has taken
up the Collective’s suggestion for a child care centre in
Dunedin. It is intended that it should be a model in child
care education with industrial, business and educational
institutions involved. Auxiliary services linked with the
Ceflrtre would include the professional oversight of family
child care homes (women who mind other people’s child
ren in their home). Four members of the Collective are
on the subcommittee organising this.
The Collective has found an upsurge of requests for
speakers because it’s I.W.Y. The speakers are finding
that the audiences are far more sympathetic and com
prehending than they were a year or two ago. Collective
speakers have spoken to a wide range of groups including
the New Zealand Association for Physical Health and
Recreation and the Presbyterian Social Services Organis
ation.
“ Respectable bodies” are asking for information about
women from the Collective. This new found respectability
for the Collective has caused some concern and many wo
men have become more radical.

films
The New Zealand Students’ Arts Council are planning
to bring to New Zealand a series of films by women
film makers from 1897-1975 to a festival which will be
held in Christchurch between November 18th and 22nd.
The festival will include five feature films and te.V
shorts. Feminist and other women’s groups in Christ
church who are interested in attending the festival should
contact Jill Basher at the University of Canterbury
Students’ Association, Private Bag, Christchurch.
Workshops on film making, video recording and other

If you or anyone you know has suffered through either
being unable to obtain an abortion or by resorting to a
backstreet abortionist please contact WONAAC at the
address below. We also want to hear from women
who have had positive experiences, e.g. through the
Auckland Medical Aid Centre, and from those who
have suffered from the restrictions on contraceptives,
sterilisation and sex education.
Ideally we would like women of varying ages to relate
their cases during the Tribunal or alternatively to put
them in writing for use at the Tribunal.

For further information contact Dianne Oatham.
Women’s National Abortion Action Campaign,
P.O. Box 2669, Wellington.

wel
WEL Christchurch
The first meeting of the WEL Christchurch branch took
place on July 9th, with 12 women present. The meeting
discussed the additions to the national WEL questionnaire
that the Christchurch branch would like to insert, and
called for a general clarification of the questions on the
national questionnaire that are clumsily worded or overly
complicated. Christchurch branch has 45 members to
date.
WEL Gisborne
The Gisborne branch of WEL came into existence on
June 25 at a meeting held in the Women’s Centre. WEL
Gisborne will operate on a revolving chairperson basis
and have only two permanent officials to act as a base for
correspondence and finance. Anne Bauld is secretary and
Claire Sutton is treasurer. The Gisborne branch has
28 members.
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WOMEN’S SUFFRAGE IN NEW ZEALAND
by Pat Grimshaw
Limited edition published by Waikato Art
Museum to accompany current exhibition on
Women’s Suffrage in New Zealand (24 June 3 August)
Price 50 cents
40 cents to schools in sets of ten
FEMINIST CAU C U S
The Radical Feminist Caucus will not now be in Septem
ber. The new date is November 21st to 23rd.
The main reason for this change is that we originally
planned to have to Caucus the same weekend as WONAAC’s
Crimes Against Women Tribunal but realised we just
wouldn’t be able to do the things we wanted by combin
ing the two, it would have meant billeting, and we felt
that to gain the most out of the weekend we would have
to have a camp. Another reason was weather - the United
Women’s Convention put us off winter weekends !
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WELLINGTON NOW.
Has published the results of their questionnaire on wo
men’s issues to M.P.s. Send to The Secretary, Box
9090 Courtenay PI. Makes one more utterly disillusioned
than ever about the general awareness level of the hon
ourable gentlemen on the hill - especially that of the
revered National Party. Cost - 50 c each.

The Hamilton feminists have for sale posters at
$1, 75c and 25c and buttons for 30c each. The
buttons read I AM MY SISTERS KEEPER
DISARM THE RAPIST
CALL ME MS.
WOMEN ARE ON THE MOVE.
WOMENS PLACE IS EVERYWHERE
I AM FURIOUS FEMALE
WOMAN POWER IS TOO GOOD TO WASTE
WOMEN MAKE POLICY NOT COFFEE
The poster designs can also be transferred
on to T shirts, pillowcases, towels etc. for 70c
each. For further details contact
Sarah Calvert
12 Bond Street
Hamilton

___

I

6 pre-1975 issues
for $1..................... L.....

The camp will be at Wainuiomata, about 15 miles out of
Wellington. A bus will be hired for transport to and from
the city.
We’re still working on details, i.e. food costs etc (we hope
to organise this rather than each individual woman having
to bring her own) and hope to get this sort of information
in the next issues of ^roadsheet.
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3 1975 back issues
for $1.......................... 1

O

the Broadsheet
Special at $1..,............. ......

m

the 1973 Convention
book at $1-50..................
total

your name......................
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48 st andrews rd Auckland 3

